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Abstract
This research attempts to answer the questions involving the time and size of capacity
adjustments for better supply chain management . The objective of this research is
to analytically determine simple structures to adjust capacity that require minimal
computational resources and are relatively easy to implement. The research focuses
on manufacturing companies that operate a make-to-order environment in which there
is no inventory of finished products. The model used in the analysis is make to order
with lost sales.
The optimal capacity planning problem is formulated as a dynamic program that
is solved analytically using Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions. The technique is used to
derive optimal structures for three types of capacity planning: (a) making adjustment
to aggregate capacity, (b) using overtime and making adjustment to the level of
aggregate physical capacity, and (c) making adjustments to the levels of worker- and
production-line-limited capacity.
For aggregate capacity planning, the optimal structure is a capacity band whose
lower and upper bounds depend on the probability distributions of demand and the
cost parameters in a planning horizon. When attempting to plan capacity by simul-
taneously using overtime and making adjustment to physical capacity, it is optimal to
either use overtime or adjust the level of aggregate capacity. The optimal structure for
either using overtime or making adjustment to the level of physical capacity is also of
the form of a capacity band. The optimal structures for optimal planning of the levels
of worker- and production-line-limited capacity consist of two-dimensional capacity
regions in which the levels of worker- and line-limited capacity are equal if reducing
the levels of capacity yields nonnegative cost saving. This symmetry disappears when
reducing either level of capacity yields negative cost saving.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Challenges and Opportunities
Delivering products to consumers depends on complex tasks that require several com-
panies working together as a supply chain or network. The never-ending quest for
high quality products at low prices to be delivered or made available almost instanta-
neously places a heavy burden on the supply network. The ever decreasing product
life exacerbates the burden on the supply chain to be responsive at low cost. The time
to recoup investments in product research and development, tooling, and manufactur-
ing is shrinking with the decreasing product life. Until recently, high responsiveness
to consumer demand can be afforded by having sufficient supply in the form of inven-
tory of products. However, companies are finding it more and more difficult to meet
increasingly personalized consumer demand by using inventory alone. The pace at
which consumer preferences changes over time can shorten the life of most products
and hence increases the risk of obsolescence of inventory.
It is a challenge for a supply chain to keep the costs of delivering products as low as,
while keeping its responsiveness to changes in consumer demands as high as, possible.
Wilson and Delaney [71] reported that the total value of inventory in the year 2000
was approximately US$1.49 trillion. The cost of business logistics was reportedly
US$1 trillion or 10.1 percent of the U.S. nominal gross domestic product (GDP). In
addition, in 2000, the cost of carrying inventory included interests at the annualized
commercial paper rate of 6.4 percent. The cost of obsolescence was estimated to be 40
19
percent of the total inventory carrying cost for the monthly inventory level ranging
from 1.31 to 1.36 months of supply. The estimate for inventory carrying cost was
US$377 billion and the obsolescence cost US$151 billion. The cost of obsolescence
will certainly climb as the product life continues to shorten.
Based on the discussion in the preceding paragraph, relying on inventory alone
can result in losses because it intrinsically carries risks of lost profit from stock-
out, business loss caused by product obsolescence, and increased cost of handling
excess inventory from mismatched demand. Consequently, inventory is increasingly
becoming liability of the supplying companies as shown in the following examples1
1. Cisco Systems experienced shortages of memory and optical components that
paralyzed production and hurt earnings. However, Cisco had to write off
US$2.25 billion in excess inventory during an economic downturn.
2. During the launch of PlayStation 2, the Sony Corporation shipped only one half
of the planned quantity because of shortage of graphic chips.
3. Apple Computer filled only one half of the orders it received in the late 1999
because of shortage of the G4 chip.
4. In 2000, Koninklijke Phillips Electronics NV almost experienced a disruption in
its production of 18 million telephone units because of shortage of flash memory
chips.
5. According to Wall Street analysts' prediction, Palm's revenues could have been
10 to 40 percent higher had it not experienced shortage of liquid crystal displays.
6. In 1995-1997, while attempting to increase delivery of airplanes, Boeing Com-
mercial Airplane incurred added cost of US$1.6 billion to cover penalty for late
deliveries, costs of overtime and expediting, and other unexpected production-
related expenses (Biddle [14] and Cole[27]) 2
'Unless mentioned otherwise, these cases are described in detail by Lakenan, et al. [50]
2 See also 2 for detailed case study on information sharing in the industry to avoid this problem
in the future.
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Based on the above examples, there are some potential benefits of information
sharing and simultaneous production and capacity planning. Although arguably ex-
pensive, adjusting capacity may be less costly than holding inventory particularly if
one is taking into account the risk of obsolescence, cost of holding inventory including
interest, and the benefit of having flexible supply afforded by capacity.
Bilczo et al. [15] conducted an industry study on information sharing in the
commercial airplane industry. In the study, the authors presented an argument for
sharing forecast information based on which the suppliers should adjust their level of
capacity to prevent the capacity bottleneck problem from reoccurring. The analysis
presented in Chapter 2 shows that sharing information is not sufficient to prevent the
capacity bottleneck problem. To be effective, sharing forecast information should be
accompanied by optimal production and capacity planning.
1.2 Problem Formulation and Assumptions
In this study, the goal is to provide an analytical technique that can assist members
of the supply base optimally adjust capacity. Capacity is defined as the maximum
quantity of a product that a firm can produce in one planning period. It is assumed
that capacity is dedicated to one product and can be adjusted infinitesimally. One
can adjust capacity using several capacity variables: overtime fraction, number of
workers, and number of production lines 3
The cost of adjusting capacity using any one of the above capacity variables is
assumed proportional to the amount of change in the capacity variable. In addition,
it can be shown that the cost of adjusting capacity is proportional to the amount of
capacity change. Chapter 4 contains mathematical models of capacity and cost of
adjusting capacity.
The optimal capacity structure for planning aggregate capacity is derived in Chap-
ter 5. In planning aggregate capacity, capacity is modeled as a single variable; there-
fore, the result only specifies the optimal level of aggregate capacity and hence the
3Plant and equipment that make up a production facility is modeled as a number of production
lines.
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optimal amount of change in capacity. Consequently, the capacity analyst must per-
form a follow-on analysis to determine changes in the capacity variables.
In Chapter 6 capacity is modeled using two variables. The analysis involves a
derivation of the optimal structure for adjusting capacity by using a non-physical4
and by adjusting the level of aggregate physical capacity. The functional form of
capacity in this analysis is bilinear in the non-physical and aggregate physical capacity
variables; therefore, it is intrinsically non-convex such that the analysis generally fails
to yield a structure that is globally optimal except when only one of the two capacity
variables is adjusted at any time. In other words, the optimal structure is globally
optimal if capacity adjustment is done by either using overtime or adjusting the level
of aggregate capacity.
Derivation of the optimal capacity structure involving the levels of worker- and
line-limited capacity is presented in Chapter 7. The optimal structures consist of
optimal regions that depend on whether reducing the level of worker- or line-limited
capacity yields nonnegative saving in the total net cost. For a balanced case in which
reducing the number of workers or production lines yields nonnegative saving in the
total net cost, the optimal levels of worker- and line-limited capacity are equal. For a
case in which reducing the level of worker-limited capacity increases the total net cost,
it is optimal to maintain the level of worker-limited capacity even if it exceeds the
stochastic-maximum level of demand. If reducing the line-limited capacity increases
the total net cost, it is optimal to maintain the level of line-limited capacity.
1.3 Contributions
This research advances knowledge in optimal capacity planning by providing simple
optimal capacity structures for using overtime, adjusting the number of workers, and
adjusting the number of production lines. The contributions include
1. Improvement to the existing optimal capacity planning model by Angelus and
Porteus [4] and Rocklin et al. [61] that is limited to planning aggregate capac-
4 Overtime is considered non-physical capacity variable because it is intrinsically a temporary way
to adjust capacity in one period only.
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ity only. The analysis presented in Chapter 5 extends the one5 by Angelus and
Porteus [4] by including the situation in which a manufacturing company must
pay to reduce capacity, e.g., reducing the number of workers requires sever-
ance payment mandated by the local labor law and labor contract and deriving
conditions for which it is optimal to make no adjustment to the level of capacity.
2. Invalidation of the optimal capacity planning model by Khmelnitsky and Ko-
gan [49]6 in which the cost of adjusting capacity using overtime was assumed
quadratic in the amount of change in capacity. A more realistic cost function
is bilinear in the level of aggregate capacity and overtime fraction such that
the net cost function lacks convexity that guarantees existence of the global
optimum. This invalidates the result of Khmelnitsky and Kogan's results.
3. Better understanding of optimal capacity adjustment using overtime and ad-
justing the level of aggregate physical capacity.
4. Extension to similar work in Macroeconomics by Dixit [31J and Eberly and Van
Mieghem [33] by using operating cost function for a company operating in the
MTO environment.
5 Only the analysis that excludes inventory carry-over is considered for its similarity to the MTO
operations. The other analysis by these authors is ignored because of its focus on the make-to-stock
(MTS) operations.
6 Also presented in detail by Maimon et al. [54]
23
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Chapter 2
Aerospace Alloy Supply Chain
Study
This chapter presents summary of a study on the role of capacity adjustment in
the dynamics of a supply chain for an alloy heavily used in the commercial airplane
industry. The alloy under study is an important structural material because of its
mechanical and, in some applications, thermal properties. Consequently, it makes
up many critical aircraft components such that the commercial airplane industry
consumes as much as 40 percent of the worldwide demand for this alloy.
This study is related to the work by Bilczo et al. [15] who looked into the use
of shared forecast information to improve responsiveness of the supply base when
it is subjected to a sudden increase in demand. The work presented in this section
shows that, to be effective, sharing forecast information must be accompanied by
appropriate capacity planning by members of the supply base.
2.1 Fluctuation in The Commercial Airplane In-
dustry
The commercial airplane industry is notorious for its business cycle. During a period
of economic boom, the demand for air travel increases significantly such that airlines
need to expand its fleet by adding airplanes. On the other hand, during a period of
economic challenges, the demand for air travel drops such that airlines need to reduce
25
the number of daily flights to remain in business while maintaining its fleet. Con-
sequently, the demand for airplanes plunges during the period of economic malaise.
Figure 2-1 shows fluctuation in the delivery of airplanes worldwide.
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Figure 2-1: Fluctuating airplane delivery is an indicator for the fluctuating demand
for airplanes. (Source: Boeing data.)
2.1.1 Supply Capacity Dynamics
The life of an airplane is considerably long; therefore, it may take longer for the de-
mand for airplanes than it is for the demand for air travel to recover once the economy
bounces back. This is because of the large number of still airworthy airplanes that
have been out of service (idled) during the period of economic setback. Fluctuating
demand for airplanes will cause fluctuation in the demand for the alloy (see Figure
2-2). This fluctuation can be so severe that it causes some suppliers to go out of busi-
ness during the downturn. This can result in reduced level of capacity throughout
the industry. In addition, fluctuation in the demand for the aerospace alloy causes
the price of alloy to fluctuate in a way that it increases during the upswings (Figure
2-3) and hence increases cost (lower profit) to produce airplanes during the upturn of
the commercial airplane industry. While this supply chain behavior has caused some
suppliers of raw and processed materials to exit the industry during the downturns,
those remaining in business slowly adjusts their capacity to satisfy increased demand
during the upswings.
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Figure 2-2: Fluctuation in the demand for the aerospace alloy, indicated by the
production level of sponge, follows the demand for airplanes (indicated by deliveries
of airplanes). (Source: Boeing and supplier data.)
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Figure 2-3: Fluctuation in the price for the aerospace alloy. (Source: Boeing and
supplier data.)
While the industry was experiencing this behavior throughout 1990s as shown
in Figure 2-2, it underwent a contraction in the level of capacity for metal sponge
production during a downturn in the industry. Unfortunately, during the subsequent
upturn, the level of capacity did not recover most likely because some suppliers had
gone out of business and those remained became very skeptical of the sustainability
of the increased level of demand. Consequently, during an upswing in the industry
from 1994-97, the impact on the airplane manufacturer was quite severe because of
scarcity and high price of the alloy. This resulted in increased cost resulting from
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..... .. 
increased cost to buy the alloy, increased expediting activities, and penalties from
late deliveries. Scarcity of alloy also resulted in lost revenue due to assembly line
shutdowns.
2.1.2 Impact of Supply Fluctuations on Boeing Commercial
Airplane
In 1995, at the beginning of an upswing in the industry, Boeing planned to increase its
level of production from 18.5 to 40 airplanes per month within 18 months. By the end
of 1997, Boeing aircraft production was at a level of 43 per month, not including the
five McDonnell Douglas airplanes per month that the company was also making. In
1998, Boeing planned to increase its production of the next generation 737 airplanes
from seven to 14 airplanes per month. In the same year, production of the 757
airplanes was to increase from four to five per month. During the third quarter of
1998, Boeing planned to increase production of its 747 airplanes from four to five
airplanes per month and that of the 777 from five to seven per month. This planned
increase in production rates resulted in a large increase in the manufacturing orders
for aircraft parts and hence in the demand for alloy. This significant increase in the
demand for alloy put a strain on the supply base that had experienced a contraction
in its supply capacity during the years 1991-93 (Cole [28] and Cole [28]). The strain
was so severe that a 100% increase in production rates resulted in an approximately
800% increase in lead time to procure the alloy (Figure 2-4). As a result, Boeing
had to stop production of 747s for 20 days in October 1997 because it could not get
the components for airplanes in time. In December 1997, Boeing had to again stop
production of the next generation 737s and 747s to allow its suppliers to catch up
with its requirements.
Because of the resulting shutdowns and the expediting expenses, Boeing was forced
to take a US$1.6 billion pre-tax charge in the third quarter of 1997. This charge cov-
ered penalty payments to airlines for late deliveries, overtime, and other unexpected
production-related expenses throughout that year (see Biddle [141).
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Figure 2-4: Mill lead time dynamics as a result of a 100 percentage increase in the
demand for airplanes (Roskill Information Services [2]).
2.2 Field Study: Understanding Delays
During the field study, a map of the alloy supply chain was created by interviewing
Boeing's procurement and its suppliers to understand the flows of materials and
information in the network. The first diagram shown in Figure 2-5 is a schematic of
the aerospace alloy supply chain that shows the flow of materials from the raw material
suppliers to the final assembly facility. The information flow consists primarily of
purchase orders for aircraft components and raw materials and of the corresponding
quoted lead time by the suppliers (Figure 2-6).
Interviews with suppliers were conducted to better understand the observed supply
fluctuation and the disproportionately large increase in the lead time to procure
raw materials. It was speculated that the delays in the supply network might be
responsible for this phenomenon. These delays included capacity adjustment lead
time, production lead time, order processing delay, order wait time, etc. However,
the order processing delay was deemed unimportant because members of the supply
network had been using technology for automated order processing and replenishment
such as electronic data interchange (EDI), internet-based procurement, and vendor
managed inventory (VMI).
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Although most aircraft components are MTO products, some consumable (fasten-
ers: nuts and bolts) and raw material stocks (alloy plates, bars, etc.) for machined
components require that their availability be managed by holding inventory because
they take a relatively long time to procure, have a relatively low unit price, and
are used in multiple airplane models. These parts are managed using VMI; suppli-
ers monitor the consumption and corresponding inventory position of parts and raw
material stocks and automatically replenish the parts and raw material stocks.
Inventory level of the fasteners and alloy plates is managed using the min-max
replenishment rulel or s-S inventory policy. Given fluctuating demand, this inventory
policy yields fluctuating time between replenishment that Lee et al. [53] has identified
as one major contributor to amplification of the fluctuating behavior. Despite this
interesting dynamics, consumable and raw materials are excluded from the analysis
because their consumption by weight is much lower than that for the major structural
components that are MTO components.
Suppliers of the major structural components need only as much alloy as required
by the bill of materials (BOM), plus some allowance for scrap. Therefore, for these
components, the most plausible cause of a large increase in the time to procure raw
materials was the delay in adjusting capacity of the supply base. Unfortunately,
an airplane manufacturer cannot reduce the procurement lead time resulting from
suppliers' lack of capacity because the time and amount of capacity increase is up to
each supplier.
A supplier's decision to invest in production capacity depends on its expectation
that an increased demand level for commercial airplanes will continue for a duration
long enough to allow sufficient return of investment. During the interviews, most
raw material suppliers admitted having waited until they were sure that the higher
level of demand was sustainable. The wait time allowed these suppliers to gather
enough data to validate the trend. As seen in Figure 2-2, the suppliers maintained
a high level of capacity during the late 80s and into 1990/91 in which the demand
'Using the min-max inventory rule, a replenishment order is placed when the inventory level is
less than or equal to the minimum inventory level to bring it to the maximum inventory level. This
is essentially an implementation of the s-S optimal inventory policy.
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level was strong2 . The suppliers had to reduce capacity-some might have gone
out of business completely-when they received a reduced level of demand for alloy
resulting from a reduced demand for air travel, hence airplanes, during the early
90s. However, this increased level of demand was not sustainable, instead the level of
demand decreased throughout the early 90s (until approximately 1994/95). During
1991/92, these suppliers received a slight increase in the level of demand for alloy
to which they responded by increasing their capacity. However, the level of demand
for alloy received by the suppliers fell in the subsequent years 1992-94 such that the
suppliers were reluctant to increase the level of capacity during the industry's upswing
in 1994-97.
It is important to share, with the suppliers, forecast of the demand for airplanes.
Had forecast of the demand for airplanes been shared with the suppliers, the futile
increase in capacity in 1992-93 could have been avoided. It is also important to derive
alloy requirements from the demand forecast and share this information with the
suppliers as well. However, for competitive and proprietary reasons, only production
plan and material requirements based on this plan are a part of the information shared
with the suppliers. This was reported by Bilczo et al. [15].
2.3 Simulation Study: Capacity Adjustment
Policy
A system dynamics model is used to develop qualitative understanding of the impact
of capacity adjustment policies on supply chain responsiveness and cost. As shown in
Figure 2-2, the industry was notorious for being slow in adjusting its capacity between
1994-97. The reluctance to increase capacity in 1994-97 seemed to have been caused
by a decrease in demand from 1993-94 following an increase in demand in 1992 to
which the raw material suppliers had responded by increasing its capacity in 1993.
The model, based on a schematic of the alloy supply chain shown in Figure 2-5,
consists of several nodes in the supply chain involving final assembly facility, ma-
2 The data shown reflected airplane deliveries. An airplane manufacturer typically sees the de-
mand for airplane ahead of the planned delivery date.
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jor subassembly supplier, supplier of fasteners, component manufacturer, material
processing house, specialty wire manufacturer, and mill. This integrated model is
depicted in Figure 2-7.
Specialty wire house
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SA
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Subassembly supplier
Figure 2-7: Integrated model of the aerospace alloy supply chain.
The above model is for the aerospace alloy supply chain consisting of mills, mate-
rials processing houses, fastener manufacturers, machine shops, assembly houses, and
final assembly facilities. Mills process ore into ingots, billets, and other mill products
(plates, sheets, etc.). Materials processing houses consist of forging plants, extrusion
houses, specialty wire shops, and casting facilities. Assembly houses provide major
subassembly components. In the model, only two subassemblies, internally and ex-
ternally sourced, and one type of fastener per airplane are included in the model.
Similarly, each subassembly model involves two major components, one made by an
internal and another by an external machine shop, and another type of fastener.
The model assumes an MTO planning environment. Therefore, there is only one
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structure shown in Figure 2-8. The structure is assumed to have two modules: de-
mand fulfillment and production and parts replenishment. In the demand fulfillment
and production module, demand Dt that consists of firmed purchase orders is back-
logged. Production ut of backlogged demand can begin if sufficient quantity of parts
yt is available and the capacity constraint ut < zt is observed. The order cancellation
dynamics is excluded from the model for simplicity in obtaining a qualitative under-
standing of the impact of capacity adjustment policy on responsiveness of the supply
chain.
Figure 2-8: A model for an MTO manufacturer consists of two modules: parts re-
plenishment and finished goods demand fulfillment and production.
Also excluded is the dynamics of finished goods inventory because of the MTO
assumption, i.e., finished goods are shipped directly, upon completion of assembly, to
the customer(s). Summary of a model of production and inventory dynamics of an
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MTO member of the aerospace alloy supply chain is given by3 .
bt+1 =bt + Dt -- ut
ft+1 ft + Ut t-7
Zt+1 =Z + A (Yt, Tt, T t) (2.1)
Yt+1 yt-Aut+vt
et+1 et + qt - vt
It is assumed in this model that the end-consumer demand forecast Dt is shared
across the supply network. In an MTO environment, this information can also be
considered as forecast of capacity requirement. It is up to each supplier to decide how
much capacity to adjust based on this information.
The capacity adjustment decision is modeled in equation (2.1) as A(yt, T, Dt)
that depends on trustworthiness ye of the capacity requirement forecast Dt and on
the speed to change capacity T. When trustworthiness is high, a supplier tries to
follow the capacity requirement forecast. If trustworthiness is low, a supplier has a
tendency to ignore the requirement forecast, e.g., as it did during 1994-97.
Figure 2-9 shows the results of simulating responsiveness of the mills for a 100%
increase in the level of demand for airplanes in period 10. Four scenarios used in the
simulation capture the mills' trust in the shared forecast information and the speed
of adjusting capacity. The four scenarios are (i) high trust in the demand trend and
fast adjustment; (ii) high trust, slow adjustment; (iii) low trust, fast adjustment; and
(iv) low trust, slow adjustment.
The results show qualitative agreement to the actual mill's lead time dynamics
in Figure 2-4. The actual lead time dynamics showed no relief in the lead time for
which there are two explanations: (i) the simulated demand doubled only once in
period 10 whereas the demand for alloy in 1996-2002 kept increasing as evident in
the airplane delivery data for Airbus [3] and Boeing [17] (Figure 2-10) and (ii) raw
material capacity remained constant during 1994-97 (Figure 2-2).
3 See Figure 2-8 for definition of each variable.
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Figure 2-9: Simulated lead
increase in the demand for
time dynamics of the mills when there was a 100 percent
airplanes at week 10.
The results of the simulation study show that it is necessary for each supplier to
have appropriate capacity adjustment policy to increase responsiveness to changes in
the level of end-consumer demand. Consequently, the crux of managing supply chain
for responsiveness involves optimal capacity planning based on end-consumer demand
forecast. Optimal capacity planning essentially amounts to answering the question on
timing and size of capacity adjustment. Further interviews with planning managers
of several raw material suppliers in the alloy supply chain confirmed optimal capacity
planning as a challenging necessity in managing their business.
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Figure 2-10: Demand for airplanes: Boeing 737 series (37x) and
(32x) from 1996 to 2002. Source: Airbus [3] and Boeing [17].
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Chapter 3
Supply Chain Management (SCM)
Practice and Research Literature
A supply network or chain for a product' consists of several companies that are
involved in the manufacturing and delivery of the product, from raw materials to
its end consumer. A diagram of a simplified supply network is shown in Figure
3-1 in which the supply network consists of a supply base, a manufacturer 2 , and a
distribution channel.
3.1 SCM and Capacity Planning Practices
3.1.1 Evolution of SCM
The interaction among members of a supply network requires coordination that is
more complicated than placing a replenishment purchase order by one member to
its suppliers. Few companies in several supply networks have been involved in col-
laborative SCM activities that include, for examples, VMI, quick response (QR),
and collaborative planning forecasting and replenishment (CPFR). However, many
companies in most supply chains are still conducting their individual planning and
forecasting activities with purchase orders as the only shared information between
two consecutive companies in a supply chain. Consequently, only members of the
'This definition can be generalized to include services or total "solution" to consumers' needs.
2 Also referred to as original equipment manufacturer (OEM) or final assembler.
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supply network closest to the end consumers have visibility of the consumer demand
and its uncertainty.
supply base manufacturer distribution
raw materials -A
supplier 2 end customers
assembly channel 2
supplier I
channe1 3
Figure 3-1: Diagram of a simplified supply network.
The practice of SCM has evolved for the last few decades from fragmented manage-
ment of business activities such as demand planning, production planning, purchas-
ing, distribution planning, etc., to integrated logistics, shown in Battaglia's diagram
(Figure 3-2)3.
The materials management function of a manufacturing enterprise in a supply
chain started out with Orlicky's material requirements planning (MRP) that was
used to generate procurement and production schedules from a master production
schedule (MPS). MRP, however, assumes infinite capacity and uses business rules such
as economic order quantity (EOQ) 4 and the min-max inventory policy to calculate
requirements for parts.
MRP later evolved into manufacturing resource planning (MRP II) that includes
rough-cut capacity planning (RCCP) and MPS. Despite its name, RCCP is only a
report of planned capacity utilization and, hence, does not provide the ability to
plan capacity. Planners can use this report to adjust capacity and rerun the MRP
calculation until they are satisfied with the planned capacity utilization. MRP II
later became enterprise resource planning (ERP) with additional functionalities that
3 Source: Wilson and Delaney [71].
4 EOQ specifies that the time to order is when inventory reaches a level that is less than or equal
to a specified replenishment inventory level. The quantity of production or purchase is determine
by the economic order size that depends on cost parameters such as setup and unit costs.
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Figure 3-2: The Battaglia's diagram.
include financial calculation, demand forecasting, human resources, distribution, ca-
pacity requirements planning (CRP), etc. CRP is essentially RCCP that provides
a report of capacity utilization and planned capacity utilization (see the advertised
functionality of Great Plains ERP by Microsoft [55]).
ERP integrates the various business processes such that it enables a manufacturing
enterprise to perform multi-echelon production, inventory and distribution planning.
However, the capacity planning is still missing from the package. Planners have to
perform capacity planning calculation themselves, typically in an iterative fashion
using the capacity utilization report that is automatically generated along with the
master schedule.
Recent advances in computing and information technologies have made possible
collaboration between two or more companies in a supply chain. The collaboration
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activities include, but may not be limited to, the following:
1. Automatic order entry using electronic data interchange (EDI) and extensible
markup language (XML) that speeds up the order-entry process while reducing
the occurrence of errors (see Johnston [46] and Reimers et al. [60]).
2. Sharing of point-of-sale (POS) and inventory information for automatic replen-
ishment in QR and VMI (see Blatherwick [16] and Waller et al. [70]).
3. Collaborative forecasting and planning in which a retailer and its supplier (dis-
tributor or manufacturer) collaboratively create a demand forecast for a prod-
uct, plan its inventory, plan special promotional activities based on shared POS
and inventory information (see the CPFR Voluntary Guidelines [1], Katz et al.
[48], and Street [661).
SCM has come a long way; however, current practices cannot sufficiently resolve
some challenges to meet changing consumer demand as demonstrated in the business
cases presented in Section 1.1. These challenges seem to have been caused by capacity
planning activity being separated from the other SCM activities. As a result the
supply chain cannot keep up with a sudden change in the level of consumer demand.
3.1.2 Capacity Planning Practices
It is common for manufacturing firms to conduct hierarchical planning activities sim-
ilar to that shown in Figure 3-3. The hierarchical planning activities are divided into
three major component: long-range (strategic) resource planning, medium-range ca-
pacity planning, and production planning and scheduling. In long-range planning, a
manufacturing firm plans, once every specified number of years, the number and size of
its factories, including the number of production lines and workers. In medium-range
planning, it plans quarterly adjustments to the number of workers and production
lines. In short-term planning, it schedules production and overtime at least daily.
Primary capacity planning involving plant sizing remains a strategic exercise of se-
nior executives over a relatively long planning horizon during which consumer demand
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Figure 3-3: A typical hierarchical planning (p.540 of Silver et al. [63]).
is usually uncertain because long-term planning often requires a sizeable investment.
Adjustments to the number of workers and production lines may also involve a size-
able investment. Consequently, any decision to adjust capacity requires economic
justification for approval by senior management. Therefore, it is usually easier for
operations managers to maintain safety stock to fill an uncertain level of demand.
Aggregate capacity planning involves planning for gross capacity that in the
medium-range horizon can realistically be achieved through (a) adjusting labor using
contract or temporary workers (or furlough), (b) subcontracting, and (c) emergency
procurement. A process diagram for aggregate capacity planning is shown in Fig-
ure 3-4. Although outsourcing (subcontracting) and [emergency] procurement can be
used in medium-range aggregate capacity planning, they are excluded in the analyses
presented in this thesis.
Also shown in Figure 3-4 is a process to adjust capacity in detailed production
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planning and scheduling. In detailed production scheduling, adjusting capacity can
be accomplished using overtime, subcontracting, temporary workers, and furlough.
In addition, it is common to alter the production schedule such that production rates
never exceed capacity; however, this may result in late delivery of goods and services.
Altering the production schedule is commonly done when a manufacturing firm is not
certain that the increased level of demand will continue into the future. A simplified
process for manually adjusting the production schedule to relieve capacity crunch is
shown in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-4: Aggregate capacity planning in a medium-range planning horizon (p.15
of Bensoussan [11]).
Based on the above discussion, significant adjustments to capacity can take quite
a long time to materialize because the process for adjusting capacity involves (a)
realization of need, (b) economic justification and approval, and (c) planning and
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Figure 3-5: MRPII simplified process to manually adjust the production schedule to
relieve capacity (p. 50 of Proth and Hillion [58]).
execution. The slow speed at which capacity adjustment occurs can result in a firm's
inability to respond to fast change in consumer demand. It can also result in a
high level of safety stocks; both will result in high cost and low or even negative
profitability.
3.2 Research Literature
This section contains a survey of the literature in SCM and capacity management.
The research literature is very rich; therefore, this survey is by no means complete. It
is intended to provide a research landscape that illustrates the contributions of this
research.
This work was motivated by the fluctuating supply capacity in the supply chain
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of an alloy used heavily in the commercial airplane industry. A preliminary study
reported by Bilczo et al. [15] has proposed a solution that involves having common
material requirements throughout the supply chain. These common requirements
coordinate procurement of airplane parts and raw materials and are derived from an
airplane delivery forecast shared across the supply chain. The supply base in the alloy
supply chain will use these requirements for planning purposes such as capacity and
production planning.
This research involves several dimensions of SCM and operations management that
include collaboration (information sharing) and optimal planning of production and
capacity. Therefore, the literature survey is divided into the following classifications:
" Collaborative SCM and the role of information sharing
" Optimal production, inventory, and distribution planning
" Optimal production and capacity planning
3.2.1 Collaborative SCM and the role of information sharing
The idea of collaboration and information sharing started in the late 1950s with
Industrial Dynamics (Forrester [36]). Using Industrial Dynamics, Forrester explained
the bullwhip effect 5 caused by the intrinsic delay in propagation of the end-consumer
demand information. In addition, Forrester showed that reducing the delay dampen
the bullwhip effect. Senge [62] and Sterman [65] described the Beer Game that has
been used to explain the bullwhip effect in SCM.
Lee et al. ([51], [52], and [53]) and Simchi-Levi et al. ([25] and [64]) showed
that independent demand forecasts by member companies distort the end-consumer
demand signal. Lee et al. [53] identified that batched ordering from some inventory
management policy, price promotion, and shortage gaming as primary contributors to
the bullwhip effect; therefore, the authors prescribed continuous replenishment and
everyday low prices to mitigate this effect.
5The bullwhip effect is a term used to describe amplification of the end-consumer demand infor-
mation when it propagates throughout the supply chain.
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Published papers in this classification also included the impact of information
sharing on profitability, supply contract, and supply capacity reservation using shared
demand information. Gavirneni and Tayur [37] investigated the differing benefits of
information sharing, aiming to understand conditions for reaping the most benefit of
information sharing. The authors compared information sharing to delayed product
differentiation in a two-echelon retailer-supplier supply chain setting. The results
showed that information sharing yield better results for high holding costs, low penalty
costs, and high capacities.
Cachon and Fisher [23] conducted a numerical study on the value of information
in a two-echelon supply chain setting with one supplier and multiple retailers. The
authors concluded that sharing information resulted in lower cost but it was still
inferior to the results obtained through reduction in order processing time.
Cachon and Lariviere [24] conducted a study on sharing demand forecast in con-
tracts to guarantee supply capacity in a two-echelon supply chain involving a manu-
facturer and its supplier. The authors set up a game-theoretic analysis that demon-
strated significance of the contract compliance regime on the outcome of the supply
chain contracting game and the need for a manufacturer with a high demand forecast
to share the demand information credibly. In an environment where the manufacturer
and supplier shared full demand information, the manufacturer had to write a con-
tract to maximize its profit given the supplier's anticipated capacity actions. When a
manufacturer had better information than what a supplier had but the supplier was
not forced to commit its capacity according to the contract, the manufacturer had
to design the contract such that the supplier had high trust in the shared forecast
information. This could be accomplished by including terms never offered by another
forecast-inflating manufacturer.
In addition to demand information, sharing information across the supply chain
may involve state-dependent lead time, capacity utilization, and available capacity
information. Dobson and Pinker [32] studied the effect of sharing state-dependent lead
time information with customers on supply chain performance. The authors found
that it was better to share state-dependent lead time information than to share lead
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time information based on the long-run lead time distribution. They also realized
that theoretical studies analyzing the benefits of sharing information with customers
were highly sensitive to the models, employed in the studies, and their respective
assumptions.
Swaminathan et al. [67] used simulations to study the benefits of sharing capacity
information between two types of suppliers and their customer, a manufacturer, in
a two-tiered supply chain environment. The authors reported that sharing capacity
information improved the overall performance of the supply chain. Although benefit-
ting from sharing information, the more expensive supplier would not realize as much
benefit as that realized by the manufacturer and the less expensive supplier.
3.2.2 Optimal production, inventory and distribution plan-
ning
The literature on optimal production, inventory and distribution planning in a supply
chain is so rich that only a small representative sample of the techniques developed
by numerous researchers is discussed here.
Zipkin [73] summarized techniques for optimal inventory management for single-
and multi-item (product-location) systems for deterministic and stochastic demands.
Kapusdinski and Tayur [47] presented a capacitated production-inventory model for
a multi-stage supply chain with stochastic demand. El Hafsi and Bai [34] used a
combination of Pontryagin's optimum principle and nonlinear programming to plan
production to meet fluctuating demand. Graves et al. [41] analyzed requirements
planning in multistage production-inventory systems to determine performance mea-
sures on production smoothness, stability and inventory requirements. Graves and
Willems [42] developed a model and tool to optimally place safety stocks through-
out the supply chain to minimize cost and maximize service level. Glasserman and
Wang [39] reported the existence of a simple linear trade-off between inventory and
promised delivery lead time for a class of assemble-to-order models with stochastic
demands and production intervals.
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3.2.3 Optimal production and capacity planning
The literature on optimal production and capacity planning is very vast and can be
classified according to the following four focal points:
" Single-company aggregate capacity planning
" Single-time-period coordinated capacity planning
" Supplier capacity reservation game
" Capacity subcontracting problem
Single-enterprise aggregate capacity planning
Bradley and Arntzen [19] optimized the return on operating assets in simultaneous
planning of capacity, production schedule, and inventory. Although the authors pre-
sented a detail model of adjusting capacity by changing the level of workforce and
equipment, the formulation as a mixed-integer program was difficult to implement.
Rajagopalan and Swaminathan [59] presented heuristics based on a Lagrangian so-
lution and a dynamic programming approach to determine the optimal time and
amount of capacity adjustment, the optimal production quantities, and the optimal
lot sizes for a firm producing several products. This technique provided no simple
optimal structure for easy implementation. Bradley and Glynn [20] developed an
approximate solution to the GI/M/1 queueing model for managing capacity and in-
ventory jointly by using a Brownian motion process. Although the authors presented
an analytic approximate solution to the problem of determining inventory-capacity
tradeoffs, the result was also applicable to an aggregate capacity model. Bean et
at. [10] used a deterministically equivalent demand process to solve for an opti-
mal capacity growth over an infinite horizon. Burnetas and Gilbert[21] presented a
newsvendor-like optimal procurement policy to procure capacity in advance of the
selling season, before the price of capacity becomes very expensive. Bard et al. [7]
optimized capacity expansion at semiconductor manufacturing facilities by using a
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nonlinear integer program to determine the number of tools at a workstation. The
objective was to minimize the average cycle time subject to budget constraint.
Khmelnitsky and Kogan [49] used an optimal control approach, using Pontrya-
gin's maximum principle, to optimally plan aggregate production and capacity. The
authors presented a model with production plan, overtime fraction, and capacity ex-
pansion rates as decision variables. An expanded version of the work that include
capacity replacement, retirement, and outsourcing can be found in Maimon et al.
[54]. Note that the Khmelnitsky and Kogan used quadratic objective or cost func-
tions to derive regions of optimal production and capacity. The optimal capacity
regions consisted of (a) a region in which it was optimal to partially6 change capacity,
(b) another where it was optimal to keep capacity, and (c) a region in which it was
optimal to implement maximum change in capacity. A quadratic cost function is
convex in its argument; however, it is an inappropriate functional form for the cost
of adjusting capacity using overtime fraction. In Section 4.2, it is shown that the
cost of adjusting capacity, by using overtime and simultaneously making adjustment
to the level of aggregate physical capacity, is bilinear in the overtime and aggregate
physical capacity variables; therefore, it is non-convex. Consequently, the analysis of
Khmelnitsky and Kogan would be invalid if a more realistic cost function presented
in Section 4.2 were used. Holt et al. [44] and [45] presented a mathematical deriva-
tion of an optimal linear decision rule based on quadratic cost functions for regular
payroll; hiring and layoff; overtime fraction; and inventory, backorder, and machine
setup costs.
Rocklin et al. [61] presented an aggregate capacity planning problem for a facility
in which adjusted capacity could be further augmented to meet the additional demand
while excessive adjusted capacity was "lost" as the case with an MTO operation.
Angelus and Porteus [4] derived an optimal capacity band structure. This structure
prescribes positive adjustment to capacity if the initial capacity level is less than the
lower bound and negative adjustment if the initial capacity greater than the upper
bound. The authors provided an example and proof of optimality for a triangular
6The change in capacity is less than the mnaxinum change.
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demand profile. The analysis was limited only to the case in which reducing capacity
partially recovered past investment, i.e., nonnegative unit salvage value of capacity.
The analysis presented in this work expands the work in [4] by (a) including the
case in which reducing capacity incurs nonnegative cost, (b) deriving conditions for
maintaining the level of capacity if reducing capacity increases the total net cost, and
(c) generalizing the result in [41 for all demand profile.
Note that capacity in the above references typically is an aggregate variable such
that further analysis is required to determine the optimal level capacity variables such
as the optimal number of workers and production lines. It is thus up to the planner or
analyst to decide how to adjust workers, production lines, and any additional capacity
variables that make up the above optimal level of aggregate capacity.
Single-period coordinated planning
Zimmer [72] presented an optimal coordination mechanism in a decentralized supply
chain. The author considered uncertain availability of capacity in the supply chain
using a single-period newsvendor-like analysis. The analysis showed that decentral-
ized decision on supplier capacity resulted in the worst expected total cost while the
lowest cost was the result of centralized decision. In the absence of a centralized
decision making agent, the author argued that incentives in the forms of penalty on
and bonus for the supplier helped the supply chain realize its lowest expected total
cost.
Supplier capacity reservation game
Erhun et al. [35] described the role of capacity spot markets as compared to that
of advance capacity reservation in reducing double marginalization in coordinated-
decentralized supply chain management. The authors performed a game-theoretic
to study the practice of capacity purchase and showed, under certainty and limited
capacity, increasing number of spot markets result in higher supply chain efficiency.
Under limited capacity, i.e.tight capacity, spot markets created limited benefit.
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Van Mieghem [69] used a game theoretic model of contracts for analyzing the effect
of state-dependent contracts in eliminating decentralization costs and in coordinating
capacity investment decisions.
Capacity subcontracting
Buzacott and Chaouch [22] argued that optimal capacity expansion, to meet growing
demand with periods of stochastically disrupted growth, could be achieved by either
building up or outsourcing.
Tan and Gershwin [68] performed profit maximization analysis using subcontrac-
tors for suppliers whose customer orders being backlog-dependent. The formulation
was a continuous dynamic program solved using Bellman equation to yield a solu-
tion structure involving a hedging point and a set of thresholds. A hedging point
is the limit of production ahead of demand while the thresholds determine which
subcontractors to use.
Atamturk and Hochbaum [51 analyzed the tradeoffs between acquiring capac-
ity, subcontracting, determining production lot size, and holding inventory to meet
non-stationary demand. The authors developed algorithms for the capacity acquisi-
tion and subcontracting problems with nonspeculative production and subcontracting
costs. The authors showed that solving a number of subproblems involving constant
capacity lot-sizing and subcontracting resulted in an optimal solution to the capacity
and subcontracting problems. However, the authors excluded dynamic adjustment to
capacity that is the subject of this research.
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Chapter 4
Capacity Models
Capacity depends on several factors that include production facilities, labor, daily
production shifts, manufacturing days per period, operating hours per shift, batch
size, setup time, and the overtime fraction that extends or reduces the normal avail-
able production hours in a daily production shift. In addition, outsourcing can also
be used to augment capacity for some firms; however, it is excluded from the analysis
here. Production facilities include a specified number of plants and equipment or
machinery, arranged according to certain plant layout. Although plant layout affects
factory throughput as described mathematically by Gershwin [38] and qualitatively
by Goldratt and Fox [40], it is excluded from the analysis in this thesis. Instead,
plant and equipment are modeled as production lines. Labor includes the number of
employees and their skill or knowledge. In this research, only the number of workers
is included in the analysis. It is assumed that acquisition and lost of knowledge as a
result of hiring and firing, respectively, can be accounted for in the cost of hiring and
firing workers. This chapter contains (a) definition of capacity, (b) assumptions in
deriving capacity models, (c) discussions on methods of adjusting capacity, and (d)
derivations of the cost of adjusting capacity.
4.1 Capacity Definition and Variables
Production capacity is defined in this research as the maximum quantity of a product
that a firm can produce within a given period. This quantity depends on the available
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time for production in the period and the total time to manufacture one unit of
product.
The available time for production depends on the number of available production
lines, operating hours in a period, and the number of available workers who operate
the lines per shift. The operating hours of each line in a factory depends on a specified
number of shifts per day and a given number of manufacturing days in a planning
period.
Workers typically perform their job in shifts. The number of hours a facility
operates (or workers work) in a shift and the number of manufacturing days in a
planning period are commonly specified in a contractual agreement between the firm
and its labor unions.
The total effective time to manufacture one unit of product depends on setup
time, batch size, wait time, and process time. It is assumed that the production lines
are dedicated to manufacturing a single product such that the impact of waiting for
a production resource on the total effective time to manufacture one unit of product
is negligible. The available time for production has a theoretical maximum value
that depends on the available calendar hours in the period. It is also assumed that
setup time and batch size are constant such that they are not decision variables.
In practice, production lines have less than perfect reliability such that they break
down at random times and, thus, will need repair and maintenance that reduce their
available time for production. However, in this development, the production lines
are assumed to have perfect reliability, i.e., experience no random breakdowns and
require no periodic maintenance.
Based on the above discussion, the model presented in this study involves a firm
that manufactures a single product on perfectly reliable production lines. The analysis
can be expanded in the future to include (a) multiple products, (b) models of random
breakdowns and periodic maintenance of equipment, and (c) outsourcing as modes of
capacity expansion.
Capacity variables consist of decisions and process parameters that can be used to
adjust capacity. For examples, increasing capacity can be achieved by increasing the
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number of production lines, decreasing setup time, increasing the number of workers,
increasing batch size, working overtime, etc. The following Table 4.1 provides a list
of the capacity variables discussed in this chapter1 .
Table 4.1: Capacity Variables
Symbol Descriptiont Comment
f, t Number of production lines
Total number of workers
Overtime fraction
State variable
State variable
nt Number of shifts per day
Number of workers in shift i
Batch size
Setup time
TP Process time per item
hd Manufacturing days per period
hi Normal work hours per shift
we Required workers per line
Assumed fixed
Assumed fixed
Assumed fixed
Assumed fixed
Assumed fixed
Assumed fixed
tThe subscript t denotes value at time interval t.
4.2 Capacity Adjustments
The capacity models used in this research are based on the following observations:
* Machines, even fully automated ones, cannot run continuously (24x7) without
enough operators.
" Only the workers that have access to machines and tools can produce.
Consequently, there are two types of capacity models. The first type is line-limited
capacity that is the level of capacity for the case of having infinite number of workers.
The level of line limited capacity z? is given as
inhdhi (4.1)
'Although the above capacity variables are time-dependent, the time index will be dropped in
this chapter for simplicity.
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The second type is worker-limited capacity that is the level of capacity for the case of
having infinite number of production lines. The level of worker-limited capacity z'
is defined as
whdhi
z =hd (4.2)
h~we
In equations (4.1) and (4.2), hp is the net production time per unit product and is
given by
Ts (3hP = TS+ r, (4.3)
In this research, the net production time per unit is constant because setup time Ts,
batch size Q, and process time Tp are assumed fixed.
The effective capacity z is thus equal to the minimum of the levels of line-limited and
worker limited capacity given in (4.1) and (4.2), respectively. Therefore, the effective
capacity is given by
z =min (_2, z) (4.4)
The expression for effective capacity in equation (4.4) can be rewritten as
z < z
(4.5)
z < Z'
As shown in equation (4.4) or (4.5), adjusting the number of workers or production
changes the level of effective capacity. Capacity can also be adjusted temporarily by
using overtime. Overtime increases or reduces the normal working hours in a shift,
resulting in a fractional change in capacity. The resulting capacity can be expressed
as
Sz - (1 + 13) (4.6)
From equations (4.1)-(4.6) and the assumptions in Table 4.1, capacity can be
adjusted by (a) adjusting the number of production line f , (b) adjusting the num-
ber of workers w (c) using overtime # , and (d) adjusting the number of shifts per
manufacturing day n . Note that adjusting the number of daily production shifts
often requires adjustment to the number of workers. This shows coupling between
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the number of daily production shifts and the number of workers. For simplicity,
capacity adjustment by changing the number of shifts or workers is modeled as that
by changing the number of workers. As a consequence, only (a)-(c) are included in
the analyses in this thesis
4.2.1 Capacity adjustment using overtime fraction
Size of capacity adjustment
Using overtime is the easiest way to adjust capacity in the short run. Using overtime
allows a manufacturing company to adjust its capacity while maintaining the levels
of production lines and workers. The change in capacity as a result of using overtime
is given as
AzO = z (4.7)
In practice, overtime is specified in the prevailing labor contract(s) such that
overtime fraction is bounded by
< 13 < (4.8)
where _3 is legal limit of reduction in the number of available production hours
(-1 < _3 0) and 3 is the maximum allowable overtime (0 < # < 1).
In addition to the constraints imposed by labor contract, the adjusted number of
available hours for production cannot exceed the available calendar hours TH in a
production period. This constraint is expressed as
nhdhs . (1 + 3) TH (4.9)
Cost of adjusting capacity
The following convention applies in the discussion of adjusting capacity using over-
time:
* The superscript (',3) is used to denote adjusting worker-limited capacity using
overtime.
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* Its counterpart (,3) denotes adjusting line-limited capacity using overtime.
The cost of changing worker-limited capacity using overtime is governed by labor
contract and local labor law. The cost of increasing capacity using overtime is a
premium over the regular payroll. Decreasing capacity may yield a net saving in the
payroll cost; however, existence of a nominal-wage-guarantee provision in the contract
eliminates this saving. Table 4.2 lists the cost parameters used to calculate the cost
of adjusting capacity using overtime.
Table 4.2: Cost Parameters for Adjusting Capacity Using Overtime
Symbol Description Comment
(WA / (W") \ak premium over regular payroll (_ k time-dependent
C w regular payroll cost per worker-hour time-dependent
c2f operation and maintenance cost per line-hour time-dependent
The worker-limited capacity can be adjusted using overtime to a new level given
by
zf'(WA z . (1 + 3) (4.10)
When the adjustment is positive, it incurs an acquisition cost that is given by 2
Fa~r (Az(w'I 3)) - ak(w"I3 ). (4.11)3))
where
akw'/ ) a (w") cw hpwe
cost to increase one unit of capacity using overtime
For a negative adjustment in equation (4.10), there is a disposal cost expressed as
F (w,') (Az(w' 3 )) = - +k(w'13 - (-Azfw'/)+± (4.12)
2(X) + = Max (x,0)
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where
rk(w"') = Caw h~we nominal wage guarantee provision 
in labor contract
0 no nominal wage guarantee
cost to decrease one unit of worker-limited capacity using overtime
Combining equations (4.11) and (4.12) yields an expression for the cost of adjusting
worker-limited capacity using overtime given by
F(w'A (Az(wO)) ak(w'') (Az(W')+ - rkw" (-AZ('3)+ (4.13)
The functional form of the above cost of adjusting worker-limited capacity using
overtime is presented in Figure 4-1.
nominal wage contract
Az(wf) < 0
)
(w,) F(w,) hw,
&z(WA > 0
no nominal
wage contract
Figure 4-1: Functional form of the cost of adjusting worker-limited capacity using
overtime.
The changed level of line-limited capacity resulting from the use of overtime is
given by
z(, - z (1 + /) (4.14)
The cost of increasing line-limited capacity using overtime is already included in the
cost of operating longer than nominal hours. In other words, increasing the level of
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line-limited capacity using overtime does not incur any acquisition cost, i.e.,
F') (AzYA) = 0 (4.15)
On the other hand, reducing the level of line-limited capacity in equation (4.14)
incurs a disposal cost that depends on whether the production lines (and/or any other
production machines) can be shut down while they are idled because of the shorter
than nominal hours for production. An example of a machine that should not be
shut down even when it is idled is a furnace to melt metal alloys. If the production
lines can be shut down, decreasing line-limited capacity using overtime results in cost
saving that is accounted for in the cost of operating reduced hours. The disposal cost
of reducing line-limited capacity using overtime is given by
F(fi'r (Az(f"3 )) =- )rk (-z (4.16)
where
k e hwe lines cannot be shut down 
when idle
0 lines can be shut down
cost to decrease one unit of line-limited capacity using overtime
Combining equations (4.15) and (4.16) yields an expression for the cost of adjusting
the level of line-limited capacity using overtime given by
The functional form of the above cost of adjusting line-limited capacity using overtime
is presented in Figure 4-2.
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lines cannot
be shutdown
- , w)h ,
Az9I''6) < 0 Az>'f) > 0
lines can be
shutdown
Figure 4-2: Functional form of the cost of adjusting line-limited capacity using over-
time.
Cost of holding and maintaining capacity
Maintaining worker-limited capacity that includes overtime incurs payroll cost that is
proportional to the number of worker-hours. The total payroll cost for worker-limited
capacity in equation (4.10) also includes the overtime premium specified in equation
(4.13); this cost is given by
CO('A (z(w"')) = cc zw . (1 + 13) + 0k0) zwO if 0 > 0 (4.18)
rk(w"') zwf if 0 < 0
Note that in (4.18), the total payroll cost includes the cost of adjusting capacity
in the form of acquisition (premium over payroll) or disposal (preservation of wage)
costs.
Consequently the cost to maintain worker-limited capacity that includes overtime
is given by
,C&A'#) (z(W"')) = ccW z'- (1 + 1) (4.19)
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where in equations (4.18) and (4.19),
eCC = eBW hpwf
: maintenance/ownership cost per unit capacity
Derived in a similar fashion, the cost of maintaining line-limited capacity that
includes overtime is given by
cc fz .-(1+) +f0('')z# if > 0if < 0 (4.20)
The cost to maintain line-limited capacity that includes overtime is expressed as
cC ' (z(e''3)) = ccf z . (1 + ,3) (4.21)
where in equations (4.20) and (4.21),
cc c' hPwf
: maintenance/ownership cost per unit capacity
4.2.2 Capacity adjustment using production lines
Size of capacity adjustment
The model for adjusting capacity by changing the number of production lines has
been presented in (4.1) from which the change in capacity is given by
nhhi -At
hP
(4.22)
where Af denotes the change in the number of production lines.
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CtYA (,(f,,3))
Cost of adjusting capacity
The cost of changing the number of production lines consists of setup and purchase
costs for adding lines and discard and disposal (salvage value) costs for subtracting
lines. Setup and discard cost parameters are generally assumed constant or indepen-
dent of the adjustment; however, they are ignored here. Purchase cost is assumed
proportional to the additional number of production lines. Salvage value or disposal
cost is also assumed proportional to the reduction in the number of production lines.
Salvage value or disposal cost is model as a single parameter JIk whose value is posi-
tive if each discarded line has salvage value. It is negative if discarding one production
line incurs positive cost. These cost parameters are summarized in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Cost Parameters for Adjusting Production Lines
Symbol Description Comment
Kt setup cost of new lines (ak> 0) time-dependent
K discard cost for disposing lines (r > 0) time-dependent
ak acquisition cost per line ak' > 0) time-dependent
k salvage value of a line or disposal cost per line time-dependent
Based on the above discussion, an expression for the cost of changing the number
of production lines is given by
Fe (Az_) ake .H [(AZf)±] + akC- (Aze)+
f r( Ae fH = rk .H(4.23)
+ rK -H [(-Az )] - rkf - (-Az")+
where
ak = "kh : acquisition cost per unit capacity
nhdh,
Ik hp
rke= rkh : salvage value or disposal cost per unit capacity
nhdh,
When a manufacturing firm salvages the disposed lines, the salvage value is always
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F (Az')
ak'
AZI <0
rk
AI> 0
Figure 4-3: Functional form of the cost of adjusting line-limited capacity.
less than the cost to acquire the lines. Therefore, it is assumed that
rke < ak f (4.24)
Cost of owning and maintaining production lines
Owning, operating, and maintaining production lines incur cost that is proportional
to the number of production lines. It can be shown that it is proportional to the
value of line-limited capacity. The relationship for this cost is given as
(4.25)
4.2.3 Capacity adjustment using workers
Size of capacity adjustment
The model for adjusting the level of worker-limited capacity by changing the number
of workers has been presented in (4.2) from which the change in capacity is given by
AZ' = hdhi - Aw
hPWf (4.26)
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where Aw denotes the change in the number of workers.
Cost of adjusting capacity
The cost of changing the number of workers consists of (a) integration and hiring
costs for increasing the number of workers and (b) reduction and severance costs
for reducing the number of workers. Integration and reduction costs are generally
assumed constant or independent of the adjustment, but are ignored here. Hiring cost
is assumed proportional to the additional number of workers. Severance cost is also
assumed proportional to the reduction in the number of production lines. Severance
cost is always non-positive. These cost parameters are summarized in Table 4.3.
Table 4.4: Cost Parameters for Adjusting Workers
Symbol Description Comment
akw integration cost of new workers (akw > 0) time-dependent
rkw reduction cost for disposing workers (,kw > 0) time-dependent
aJw hiring cost per employee (aW > 0) time-dependent
Iw severance cost per worker time-dependent
Based on
of workers is
the above discussion, an expression for the cost of changing the number
given as
FW (Azw) = akw -H [(A/zw)+] + ak - (AzW)+
+ rkw -H [(-AzW)+] - rkw (-Azw)+
(4.27)
where
a IW hpwe
akw hh8  : acquisition cost per unit capacityhdhs
rk r hw : salvage value or disposal cost per unit capacityhdhs
When a manufacturing firm can lay off workers, the severance cost is, by definition,
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non-positive; therefore, it is always less than the cost to hire workers, i.e.,
rkW akW
Fw(AzW)
<kW
Azw < 0
a kw
Azw > 0
Figure 4-4: Functional form of the cost of adjusting worker-limited capacity.
Cost of retaining workers
Retaining workers incurs payroll cost, as well as cost for training workers, that is
assumed proportional to the number of workers. It can be shown that the cost
of retaining workers is proportional to the level of worker-limited capacity. The
relationship for this cost is given as
cCW (zW) ccw z'w (4.29)
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(4.28)
Chapter 5
Optimal Aggregate Capacity
Planning for MTO
The topic of this chapter is optimal aggregate capacity planning for MTO operations.
The goal of optimal aggregate capacity planning is to determine the level of aggregate
capacity that yields minimal total net cost over the planning horizon. The total net
cost consists of the sum of cost functions that are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Cost Functions
:
Symbol Definition
pCt (-Dt, zt)
cCt (Zt)
Sct (Di, Zt)
Rt (Et, zt)
F (Azt)
zR (zt)
gt (Zt, Zt1)
J1 (zo, Z)
Jt (Zt, Zt1)
J1 (zo, Z)
'ZT LFT (z - Zm1)]
production cost for MTO
cost to maintain capacity
penalty due to insufficient supply
revenue from sales for MTO
cost of adjusting capacity
salvage value of capacity
net cost in a period for MTO
net cost over the planning horizon for MTO
net cost in a planning period t for MTO
expected value of J1 (z,0 Z)
Clarke's generalized gradient with respect to zT
t z, denotes the level of effective capacity after an adjustment has taken place.
The cost factors used to define the above cost functions are defined in Table 5.2.
The discount factor p in Table 5.2 is used to model the time-value of money. A
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manufacturing firm in a supply chain incurs costs at the beginning and end of a
period. The net cost incurred in a period is calculated at the beginning of the period
such that the costs incurred at the end of the period are discounted appropriately.
5.1 Capacity Planning
The planning horizon is assumed to consist of a fixed number of consecutive planning
periods or intervals and typically extends over the life of a product. The illustration
in Figure 5-1 shows T planning periods or intervals in the planning horizon. At the
beginning of product life, a firm is assumed to have initial capacity zo. At the end
of product life, it is assumed that the final capacity level ZT will be disposed of. In
reality, the physical plant and skilled labor may be used to manufacture a different
product once the current product reaches its end of life.
Table 5.2: Cost Factors
Symbol Definition
A cost of production and material per unit of product
cct cost of maintaining one unit of capacity
Sct penalty of having one insufficient demand
Pt price per unit
p discount factor
Demand in a period Dt is stochastic. At the beginning of each interval, only the
probability distribution function of demand for that and future periods are known. It
is assumed that the probability distribution of demand in one period is independent
of that in another. The cumulative probability distribution function is defined as the
probability that demand is less than a given random variable t, as shown below.
<bt (it) = Pr (DE < t) (5.1)
It is assumed that the cumulative probability of demand is monotonically non-
decreasing and that demand is nonnegative. The above assumptions are expressed
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mathematically as
dJDt > 0 for all >t ; 0 (5.2a)
d&i
I ()t) 0 for all( < 0 (5.2b)
Period I Period 2 Period t Period T
Demand is ) Demand is D2 Demand is V, Demand is DT
Planning horizon
Beginning of product life End of product life
Figure 5-1: The planning horizon consists of T planning periods that span over the
product life.
At the beginning of a planning interval t, a manufacturer, in an MTO environment,
does not have complete knowledge of the level of demand in the period. At the be-
ginning of each period, the manufacturer confirms its production capacity and makes
decision on target capacity level zt. This company does not make any production
decision until it has received confirmed purchase orders for its product, consequently,
it can fill only as many ordered units as its capacity allows. The production level is,
therefore, given by
yt = min (D, Zt) (5.3)
It is assumed that the above manufacturing firm receives revenue from sales in a
period at the end of the period. The cost of adjusting capacity, however, is charged
at the beginning of a period. Because the firm makes production decision after it has
received confirmed purchase orders, it is assumed that the production cost is charged
at delivery at the end of a period. Also charged at the end of a period is the penalty
for having insufficient supply capacity.
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5.2 Cost Functions
The costs incurred at the beginning of a period are cost of adjusting capacity and cost
of maintaining capacity. The costs incurred at the end of a period are revenue from
sales, cost of production and materials, and penalty for having insufficient supply. At
the end of the planning horizon, the above company also receives the salvage value
or incurs the disposal cost for disposing its ending capacity.
The cost functions above are defined as follows:
1. The cost of production and material is assumed proportional to the production
quantity:
pC, (Dt, zt) = pct min (Dt, zt) (5.4)
2. The cost of maintaining capacity is assumed proportional to the level of capacity.
cCt (zt ) = cct Izt (5.5)
3. The penalty cost of having insufficient supply is proportional to the shortage.
SCt (A, Zt) = Sct (D - zt)+ (5.6)
4. The revenue from sales is proportional to the quantity of goods sold in a period.
The model assumes that revenue is received at the end of a planning period;
therefore, it will be discounted in the calculation of net cost in the period.
7t (Dt, zt) = pt min (Dt, zt) (5.7)
5. The cost of capacity adjustment has similar functional form to that in equations
(4.13), (4.17), (4.23), and (4.27). In this and future chapters, however setup
and discard (or integration and reduction) costs described in (4.23) and (4.27)
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are ignored. The functional form of the cost of capacity adjustment is given as
F (Azt) = akt - (Azt)+ - rkt -(-A/zt)+ (5.8)
As previously discussed in the derivation of equation (4.23), the salvage value of
physical plant and equipment that make up capacity is typically lower than the cost
to acquire them. In a dynamic setting, a capacity resource acquired at a planning
period t may be disposed of or salvaged at some future period' t' > t. Discounting
of the salvage value yields the following restriction 2 on the cost parameters aki and
rkt
akf < p(t't) rki, t' t, ... , T (5.9)
It can be shown using equation (4.28) that the above restriction is automatically
satisfied for akv and rk'. Note that p(t'-t) in (5.9) is equal to raising p to the power
of t' - t.
It is assumed that the penalty of having insufficient supply be greater than the
total cost of adding one unit of supply that requires one additional unit of capacity;
otherwise, there is no incentive to add capacity. This can be expressed as
P sct > akt + cc +P pct - pp (5.10)
It is also assumed that a manufacturing firm incurs positive cost for supplying one
additional unit that requires one additional unit of capacity. Without this assumption,
a firm will always add capacity whenever needed. The above assumption is expressed
mathematically as
akt + cC + P pc - PPt > 0 (5.11)
In addition, it is assumed that the price at which a unit of product is sold is at
'Sone resource may be disposed of in the same period it is acquired, i.e., t' = t.
2This revises the previous restriction defined in equation (4.24)
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least greater than the cost of production and material, i. e.,
Pt > p Ct (5.12)
5.3 Problem Formulation
The net cost incurred in a period is a discounted sum of the cost factors above and
is given by
(5.13)t (Zt,I-,) =cCt (z ) + F (Az) + p - sC (Dt, z-) + p - pC (Et, zD)
- p - Rt (Dt, zt)
Summing over all periods in the planning horizon yields the total net cost given by
t=T
J, (zo, Z) S [phg9 (Zt, "It)-, 'OT ,kT ZT
t=1
Z = { zt G R zc ;> 0, t
(5.14)
(5.15)
In optimal planning, the goal is to minimize expected value of the total net cost
over the planning horizon that is given by
J1 (zo, Z) = ID J1 (zo, Z) d<D (D)
<D (D) is the joint cumulative probability distribution for the demand set D
D = { Dt I Dt > 0, <bt (Dt) E [0, 1] is non-decreasing, t = 1, . . . , T }
Based on the above discussion , optimal capacity planning for an MTO company is
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where
where
(5.16)
expressed mathematically as
J* (zo) = min J (zo, Z)Z (5.17)
Application of Bellman's principle of optimality3 , poses the above formulation
(5.17) as a dynamic program given by
Jt* (zt_1) = min Et{!9t (zt, zt_1) + p - Jt*+ ze}Zt
J (T~) =min ET19T (ZT-,ZT-l) - P rkT ZT}
ZT
(5.18a)
(5.18b)
5.4 Optimal Aggregate Capacity Structure
In this chapter, the optimal policy structure is derived by applying the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker (KKT) conditions of optimality to the constrained dynamic programdefined
in (5.18b) and (5.18a).
Solving the multiperiod dynamic program in (5.18) involves three steps:
1. Solving a one-period subproblem that involves minimizing the net cost incurred
in the last period.
2. Solving a two-period subproblem that involves minimizing the total net cost
incurred in the last two periods of the planning horizon.
3. Solving the multiperiod problem
The following Table 5.3 lists definitions of the variables of the optimal structure
discussed in this section.
5.4.1 Last-period optimal structure
The one-period problem is the problem of finding the optimal structure in the last
period. The last-period problem is formulated in equation (5.18b). The nature of the
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3Pp. 15-16 of Denardo [30]
Table 5.3: Last-Period Optimal Planning Variables
Symbol Definition
St lower bound of the capacity band, target level of increasing capacity
_St upper bound of the capacity band, target level of decreasing capacity
-D demand level such that bt ('Dl) = 1
optimal structure for (5.18b) depends on convexity of the objective function.
Property 5.1. JT (zT, zT_1)= Er9T (ZT, zT_1) - prkT ZT} is convex.
Proof: Convexity of JT (zT,- -1) is established by verifying that every term in
9T (zT, ZrT1) -Pr kT ZT
cc zT- fp? rkT ZT ± akT * (ZT - ZT-1)+ - rkT - (ZT-1 - ZT)+ (5.19)
+p ScT (PT - ZY ) - p - (PT - PcT) min(DT, zT)
is convex because the expectation operation is a convexity preservation operation (p.
79 of Boyd and Vandenberghe [18]). F (zT - ZT1) in (5.8) can be shown convex in
zT as also illustrated in Figures 4-1 through 4-4. The terms cc ZT and -PrkT ZT are
both linear in ZT and, therefore, they are convex. By inspection of its functional form,
the cost of having insufficient supply 8cT -(DT - zT)+ is convex. In a similar fashion,
convexity of -p - (PT - pcT) min (T, ZT) is established. Therefore, JT (ZT, ZT_1) is
convex in zT. F
The optimal structure for (5.18b) is globally optimal because the objective func-
tion is convex. It is proposed that the optimal structure for the last-period optimal
aggregate capacity planning is a capacity band. The lower boundary is the target level
for increasing capacity, whereas the upper boundary is the target level for decreas-
ing capacity. These targets are calculated based on a tradeoff between the marginal
profit and marginal penalty for having insufficient capacity as a result of capacity
adjustment. The details on the capacity-band structure are given in Proposition 5.2.
Proposition 5.2. The optimal structure for (5.18b) consists of three regions: (i) the
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region of increasing capacity to a capacity target ST, (ii) the region of maintaining
the existing level of capacity, and (iii) the region of decreasing capacity to a target
ST. The capacity band is such that 3T < ST. When it is costly to decrease capac-
ity, maintaining the existing level of capacity is optimal such that the capacity band
degenerates into a target level of increasing capacity only.
Proof: The above capacity band is shown as the KKT solution to the constrained
optimization problem defined in equation (5.18b). Maintaining the existing level of
capacity when it is costly to reduce capacity also satisfies the KKT condition. The
KKT condition of optimality is given by
(dJT) = 0 = p (PT + scT -- PcT) 4T (Z-) -P- (PT ± SCTPCT) (5.20)
+ ccT -prkT +d [FT (z -Z1)
dz
The cost of capacity adjustment FT (AzT) is nonsmooth and convex as shown in Fig-
ures 4-1 through 4-4; therefore, its partial derivative with respect to ZT does not exist
at zT = ZT-1. Consequently, Clarke's generalized gradient (Clarke [26] and Demyanov
and Rubinov [29]) of FT (AzT) will be used instead of the regular partial derivative
with respect to ZT. Equation (5.20) when rewritten with Clarke's generalized gradient
becomes
d JT(dT 0 = p (pT + sCY -- cT) (T (z)- p - (pT + ScT -PcT)
+ ccT -PrkT +z, [FT (Z - ZT-1)
where
akT 4 > ZT
z[FT (z T-zm_1 =I{CR | rkT T akT} Z= Z-1 (5.21)
rkT z < /Ti
Based on equation (5.21), it shows that the optimal structure involves either nonzero
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adjustment of capacity or maintenance of the existing capacity level, hereafter referred
to as Case 1 or Case 2, respectively.
Case 1. 4 Z--1. This case involves z > zT_1 or 4 < ZT1 such that the optimal
level of capacity is given by
+T (*) = p - (PT + ScT -PCT) - CcT -OFT (Z - ZT1) + P rkT (5.22)
p (PT + scT --pcT)
When capacity is increased, zt > zt_ 1, the optimal target capacity level ST is
given by
S4T(T) - (PT + scT -cT) - cCT -akT +P rkT (5.23)
p (PT + ScT -PcT)
whereas the optimal target capacity level when capacity is reduced is given by
DT (_ST) = (PT + ScT-PCT) - cC§FrkT +P rkT (5.24)
p (PT + SCT -PcT)
It can be shown using equation (5.9) that T < !ST. In addition, the assumptions
in equations (5.10)-(5.12) imply that zt < Dt because (DT (I T) < 4bT (_T) < 1.
Case 2. Z = ZT-1. When this case occurs, the generalized gradient in (5.21) can
take any real value ( E [ rkT, akT]. If the cost of reducing capacity is more
than the net saving from operating reduced capacity, i.e.,
(1 -P) rkT <_ -- cCT (5.25)
the value of the generalized gradient can be such that C -cc+p rkT . This
implies (DT (Z4 = ZT1) = 1 or ZT-I > D, where the demand level D' is such
that Pr (& K DT) = 1. This also means that the existing level of capacity is
maintained even though it exceeds the maximum demand level. This case shows
that it is optimal to maintain the existing level of capacity.
Existence of a capacity band has been demonstrated in the two cases above. EI
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The last-period optimal structure is described as follows:
(1 - p) rkT > - CcT : ZT = ZT-I + (T - zT_1)+ - (zT1 - _ST)+ (5.26a)
(-p) rkT < -ccT: zT = Z-1 + (ST -zT1)+ (5.26b)
For Case 1, the expected optimal net cost in the last period is given by
J (zr_1)
(PPT + P scr--p PcT -T c - akT +p rkT) (HT - zT 1)+
+ (PPT + P SCT -- PCT - CC-- rkT +P rkT) (ZT-1 - ST)+ (5.27)
- (PPT + p sCT -pcT - CC +P rkT) ZT-1 + P scTET{DT}
+ p- (PT + scT -pcT) (/(Dz_)T (z) -sT
The shape of this function is shown as curve (a) in Figure 5-2. For Case 2, the
expected optimal net cost in the last period is given by
JT (ZT-1) - (PPT + P CT P PcT -T - akT +p rkT) (PT - ZT 1)+
(PPT + P SCT -P pCT - ccT +P rkT) ZT_1 + P scr ET{DT} (5.28)
+ P - (PT + SCT -cT) j 1+( '-T (_T) 1T
T=O
The shape of this function is shown as curve (b) in Figure 5-2
5.4.2 Last-two-period optimal structure
The last two-period problem involves finding the optimal structure in the next-to-
last period that, together with the optimal structure in the last period, makes up the
optimal policy for the last two periods in the planning horizon. The optimal capacity
planning problem is schematically shown in Figure 5-3 while the formulation is given
in equation (5.18a) for t = T - 1.
The objective of optimal capacity planning in this period is to minimize expected
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J* (ZTl_ )
akT 
0(b)
cCT -PkT
-,kT (a)
T T 
ZT-l
Figure 5-2: Shape of the optimal cost-to-go function in the last period.
Beginning states: ZT- 2  End-of-period states: zT_
Pr(-1 :! 4T-1 qT-1 T4-1 ) Pr( T (T T4
Period T-1: demand is DTI Period T: demand is DT
Decisions: zT_1  Decisions: zT
Figure 5-3: Schematic of the last-two-period optimal capacity planning problem.
value of the cost to go function from the beginning of the next-to-last period. The
cost to go function from the beginning of the next-to-last period is given by
JT-l (ZT-1, ZT-2) == T-1 (ZT-1, ZT-2) + p - J (ZT_1) (5.29)
Property 5.3. The cost to go function from the beginning of the next-to-last period
JT-l (ZT-1, ZT-2) is convex.
Proof: Convexity of JT_1 (ZT1, ZT-2) is established by demonstrating convexity of
9T-1 (zT-1, ZT-2) and J (ZT_1). The functional form of g 1 (ZT_1, ZT-2) is the same
as that of g (ZT, zT1); therefore, by analogy, 9T- 1 (ZT-1, ZT_2) is convex. Convexity
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of J (ZT-1) is established using Theorem 3.2.5 on p. 87 of Boyd and Vandenberghe
[18] (and also Theorem 4.14 on p. 75 of Avriel [6]). Therefore, the cost to go from
the beginning of the next-to-last period is convex. El
Proposition 5.4. The optimal structure for (5.18a) consists of three regions: (i) the
region of increasing capacity to a target level ST1, (ii) the region of maintaining the
existing level of capacity, and (iii) the region of decreasing capacity to a target capacity
level ST1. These regions make up a capacity band with Sm _1 as its lower bound and
ST-1 as its upper bound. If the cost of reducing capacity in T - 1 exceeds sum of the
saving from operating reduced capacity in this period and the marginal change in the
optimal cost-to-go from the beginning of the next period, it is optimal to maintain the
level of capacity at the beginning of the next-to-last period.
Proof: The KKT condition of optimality is given by
(dJT1 *
dZT1) 0 = - (PT-1 + sCT_1 - pcT1) bT-1 (z_ 1)
- p- (pTi + scT_1 - cT_1) + ccT_1 (5.30)
+ OZTl FT 1 (z+_1 - ZT2) + PdT
The generalized gradient for the next-to-last period
_ZT_ [F_1 (z* 1 - zT-2)
akT-1 Z 1 > ZT-2{ j;j ER rkT-1 (T-1 <" akT-1 ZT = ZT-2 (5.31)
,rkT-1 zT- I < ZT-2
involves two cases: ZT-1 ZT-2 and zT-1 - ZT_2 as described in the following cases.
Case 1. z4_j / ZT-2. This case includes the situation in which either zT 1 > ZT-2
or Z < ZT-2. The optimal supply level in the next-to-last period must satisfy
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the KKT condition such that
~~~T-1 (z5~1 ) -
P- (PT-1 + scT_1 - PcT. d J*1) - cCT1 -- ZTFT-1 (zT_ 1 - ZT-2) -P pdzdzT_1
p (p'r-1 + sCT- ~ pCT-1)
(5.32)
and the derivative with respect to ZT-1 of the optimal cost to go function in the
last period is given by
dJ akT +P - (pT + ScT -cT) (T (Z) - T ( T)]dzTe d s s
where, as defined respectively in equations (5.26a) and (5.26b):
(5.33)
T-1 + (T - ZT-1) + - (ZT1 - _T+
zT-1 + (9T- 
-T_)+
Case 1 in (5.27)
Case 2 in (5.28)
It can be shown that the lower bound ST1 of the optimal capacity band is given
by
p - (PT-1 + scT_1 -cT-) IT-1 (_T-1)
+ p 2 . (PT + sC PcCT) c T (T- ) - II =
p - (PT-1 + scT- 1 PcT-l) - c_1 -- akT-1 -P cT +P2 rkT
The upper bound S _1 of the optimal capacity band is given by
P - (PT-1 + scT_1 -PcT1) IT-1 (S_ 1 )
+ p2 . (PT + scT -PcT) [T (ST-1) - 1=
(5.35)
(5.36)
p - (PT-1 + sCTl - pcT-1) cFT-1 - rkT-1 -p cT +p2 rkT
It can be shown that S9_ 1 < ST_1 because of (5.9) and It (.) being monotoni-
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(5.34)
cally nondecreasing as described in (5.2a).
Case 2. z_ 1 == Z-2. When this case occurs, the generalized gradient for this
period (5.31) can take any real value C [rkT-1, akT-1. The cost of re-
ducing one unit of capacity in T - 1 may be greater than sum of the saving
from operating reduced capacity in that period and the marginal change in the
optimal cost-to-go function from the beginning of the following period T. If
this is the case, the generalized gradient for period T - 1 can take a value
such that bT-1 (*_ = ZT2) = 1. This occurs when ZT-2 ;> D- 1 where
4bT-1 (T-1 < l_-) = 1. For a firm to maintain the beginning level of ca-
pacity zTrntwo, the following conditions must hold:
ccT1+ rkT1 P P akT ZT 1 < ST (5.37a)
cC-1 + rkT-1 < p 2 . (PT + scT - PcT) [(T (ST) - JT (z_ 1)] + p akT
ST < z* _1 < ST (5.37b)
cCTI+ rkT-1 P rkT ST z4_1 (5.37c)
For the case in which z_ 1 > D', the conditions are
ccT-1+rkTh1 < p2 . (pT + scT -- PcT) [(T (T) -DT (Z1)] + P akT
5 T < Z>_ 1 < DT (5.38a)
cc hl rk hl p cCT -P rkT) 'D1 <z 1* (5.38b)
CCT-1 + rkT-1 T -'(cT- k I 1 .8b
This shows optimality of maintaining capacity in the next-to-last period
Existence of the optimal capacity band in the next-to-last period has been demonstrated
in the two cases above. 0
Equations (5.37a) - (5.38b) describe the conditions for maintaining the level of
capacity at the start of the next-to-last period:
Equation (5.37a): the discounted cost of acquiring capacity in the last period is
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greater than the net saving that can be generated by reducing the level of
capacity in the next-to-last period.
Equations (5.37b) and (5.38a): the net saving of reducing capacity in the next-to-
last period is less than the marginal decrease in the optimal cost-to-go in the
last period.
Equation (5.37c): the net saving in that period is less than the discounted capital
recovery (or cost of reducing capacity) in the last period.
Equation (5.38b): for the amount of capacity that is reduced in the next-to-last
period, the saving in the next-to-last period is less than the net salvage value
in the last period .
When it is optimal to adjust capacity, i.e., z*_ 1 / ZT-2, the optimal cost-to-go
function from the beginning of the last period J (ZT-2) is, for z4 -_1, given by
ZT-2 < ST-1
JT* (ZT-2) - (pPT + P 9cT -p PCT - ccT - akT +p rkT) (3T - 3T-1)+
+ (PPT + P sCT -p pCT -- cT - rkT +P rkT) (T-1 - 1T)+ (5.39a)
- (PPT + P sCT -- P pCT - cCT +P rkT) 9T-1 + P sCT ET{DT}
+ p - (PT + sCT -PcT) j7 11 - T (CT) dT
ST-1 <ZT-2:
JT* (ZT-2) - (PPT + P SCT -P PCT - cCT - akT +P rkT) (9T - _ST-1)+
+ (PPT + P SCT -P PCT -- cT - rkT +P rkT) (ST1 - ST) + (5.39b)
(PPT + p SCT -p pCT - CT +P rkT) ST-1 + P scT ET{DT}
+ p* (PT + sCT - pC%) j _+ - -_T (T) <kT
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On the other hand, if Z4 = z*_1 , J (zT-2) is given by
ST-1 ZT-2 STl1
JT* (ZT-2) - (PPT + P sCT -P pCT - cCT - akT +P rkT) (3T -
+ (pPT + p scT -P pcT - cCT - rkT +P rkT) (ZT-2 - _ST)+
- (ppT + P sCT -P pCT - cCT +P rkT) ZT-2 + P scT ET{DT}
zT-2+( 9'-z-2 
+ -(zZ'T-2-ST)+
± (PT+ T - PT)]1,0 +T ('T)
Z2) ±"Ta-2)
(5.40a)
ST-1 < ZT-2 (when decreasing capacity yields nonpositive cost saving)
JT (ZT-2) - (PPT + P sCT _P pCT - cT - akT +P rkT) (3T - ZT-2)
- (PPT + P 8CT P PCT - CT +p rkT) ZT-2 + P ScT ET {DT }
+p-( PT + sCT - PCT ) f 2T 3 z-2) <T(T o
5.40b)
Careful observation of equations (5.39a) - (5.39b) reveals that the optimal cost-to-go
function in the last period does not depend on the initial level of capacity in the
next-to-last period. On the other hand, if the initial level of capacity in the next-to-
last period is such that it is optimal to maintain that level of capacity, the optimal
cost-to-go function from the beginning of the last period depends on this capacity
level zTmtwo according to equations (5.40a) and (5.40b). It is also interesting to
note that the functional form of J (zT-2) given in (5.40a) and (5.40b) is the same as
that of J (ZT-1) in (5.27) and (5.28).
5.4.3 Multiperiod optimal structure
The optimal structures for the last-period and last-two-period problems are shown as
optimal capacity band. In addition, the optimal structure for a multiperiod problem
can be shown as a capacity band. Uniqueness of the optimal structure depends on
the convexity of the dynamic program in (5.18a) to be demonstrated in Property 5.5.
Property 5.5. The dynamic program in equation (5.18a) is convex.
Proof: The proof is provided by induction. It is shown in Properties 5.1 and 5.3 that
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the dynamic programs, for the last-period and last-two-period problems respectively,
are convex. By recursively applying Theorem 3.2.5 on p. 87 of Boyd and Vanden-
berghe [18j, it can be shown that the cost-to-go function J*+1 (zt) in (5.18a) is convex
in zt. Therefore, the dynamic program is convex. E
Characteristic of the cost-to-go function J*+1 (zt) is described in Property 5.6.
Property 5.6. The functional form of the cost-to-go function J*+1 (z*) for the case
in which z* 7 Z*+1 is such that
d 
-akt+1 Z* < St+1 (.1
dJt±+1 (4,) = st 1 (5.41)dzt i+, (- rkt+1 St+j < z*
For the case in which z*+ , the functional form is (for St+1 < z* < St+1)
d
dz-Jt+1 (z*) - p- (pt+1 + 8ct+1 - ct+I) + cct+ 1
d (5.42)
+ p - ( pt+1 + Sc-+ 1 -c) ( + (*) + PzJ;t+2 (Z*)
On the other hand, if the optimal action in period t + 1 is such that z 4 because
it would have been more costly to reduce capacity than it is to maintain the initial
level of capacity in period t + 1, the functional form of the optimal cost to go function
is such that (for z* > D'+1)
d d
*Jt+1 (z*) = cCt+ 1 +P d t+2 (4) (5.43)dzt dzt
Proof: The proof is provided by assuming that the optimal structure in each period
is a capacity band. The above property is derived by substituting the capacity band
structure into the expression of the cost-to-go function and taking derivative of the
cost-to-go function with respect to zt. D
The optimal capacity structure for the multiperiod problem can be shown to have
the form of a capacity band. This is derived in Proposition 5.7 below.
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Proposition 5.7. The optimal capacity structure for the multiperiod problem has the
form of a capacity band.
Proof: The KKT condition of optimality is given by
d Jt\*
dzt 0 =p (pt + sCt - 'c)t Jzt() - P. (pt + sCt - Pct) + cC1
+ ozt [Ft(z* - Zt)] + p dt+d 1t dzt
(5.44)
Substituting (5.41)-(5.43) recursively into (5.44) results in an expression for 14:
=p . (pt + ,ct - pct ) 4b (z*) - p . (pt + sct - pc, + cct +az, [Ft (z* - z)]
T
+ p-tV(pm, pscm, ccm,ppcm, akm, rkm, (4*)) 4 P T-t+1 rkT
m=t+1
(5.45)
The above equation is a nonlinear equation for z*. The functional form of the equation
is such that the lower bound of a capacity band structure satisfies
0 = p - (pt + ct - Pct> bt (3t) - p , (pt + c - pctj + cC + akt
+ E m-t V (ppm P scm ccm, P PC, ak, rkm, hDM (9 ) + pT-t+1
m=t+1
The upper bound of the capacity band satisfies
0 = p - (pt + 8ct - Pcj) (t (-9t) - P - (pt + ci - Pct) + c + rkt
(5.46)
r kT
T
+S - Mnt Vppm psCm cCm, p , akm,
m=t+1
rkmin Pt
The region of no capacity adjustment is characterized by
0 = p - (pt + A - PC,) <t (zt1) -,0 - (pt + 'ct - PC,) + cc+
+
m=t+1
+ PT-t+1 rkT
pi-n V(ppmpscn, cm, pCM, akm, rki,(Fm (zt-1)) + pT r+1  kT
(5.47)
(5.48)
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where * is the Clarke's generalized gradient that satisfies
t* E { t G rkt t < akt} (5.49)
In addition, it can be optimal to maintain the initial level of capacity in period t even
though it is laryer than the demand in that period with probability one, i.e., zt-I > D
where I<t (Dt) = Pr ( t D) = 1. The condition for this situation is given by
J*
ct+rkt < -p + (5.50)dzt
The above condition means that it is optimal to maintain the capacity level in the
next-to-last period if the net saving of reducing capacity in the current period is less
than the marginal change in the optimal cost-to-go in the following period.
Existence of the optimal capacity band is established. E
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Chapter 6
Planning Overtime and Aggregate
Physical Capacity
6.1 Formulation
The analysis in Chapter 5 determines only the optimal level of aggregate capacity.
It requires additional calculation to determine the optimal settings for the capacity
variables such as overtime and/or the level of physical capacity that depends on the
number of workers and production lines. This chapter contains optimal capacity
planning of overtime and aggregate physical capacity. In this mode of planning, the
objective is to determine the optimal level of physical capacity z and overtime / that
make up capacity as defined in equation (4.6).
The optimal planning formulation is similar to that for planning aggregate capac-
ity. The cost functions include terms that describe the cost of using overtime and that
of adjusting the level of physical capacity described in equations (4.13)1 and (5.8),
respectively. The cost of maintaining capacity using overtime is now described by
equation (4.19) or (4.21). The net cost of planning overtime and aggregate physical
capacity is given by
'This equation describes the cost of labor overtime. Equation (4.17) is for phant overtime.
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!9 (0t, Zt, Z-1) = cCt Zt (1 + #3 ) + akt (Azt)+ - rkt - (-Azt)+
+ ztak- (0t)+ - Zt rk- (-3)+ + p sct . [Dt - zt (1 + A)]+ (6.1)
- p - (pt - pct) min [Dt,zt (1 + 0t)]
6.2 Optimal Structure
6.2.1 Last-period optimal structure
The last-period optimal capacity problem is to determine the level of aggregate phys-
ical capacity and overtime in the last planning period. The total net cost for this
problem is given as
J* (zT-_1) = min ET gT (OTT ,T z1) prkZ} (6.2)
The change in capacity for nonzero overtime is given by equation (4.7). The cost
of overtime in equation (4.13) or (4.17) is rewritten as
FT(ZT, OT) = ZT akT- (3T)+ - ZTr k - (-T)+ (6.3)
The Clarke's generalized gradient of the cost of overtime is given by
ak 3 > 0
,3 (6*4)
9 [FT (ZT,*) 1z { E rk< ak= 0 (6.4)
rkT < 0
Property of the total net cost in the last-period optimal problem given in equation
(6.2) is established in Property 6.1.
Property 6.1. The total expected net cost in the last-period optimal problem lacks
convexity in zT and OT. However, it is convex if and only if capacity adjustment is
accomplished by using only one capacity variable at a time.
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Proof: Establishing convexity of (6.2) requires establishing convexity of (6.1). For
the net cost in a period to be convex, the terms in the net cost function must be convex
as well. The expression for the level of effective capacity defined in (4.6) is bilinear in
OT and zT. A bilinear function is nonconvex; therefore, the cost of owning (holding)
capacity is lacking convexity and hence the total net cost is also nonconvex. Despite
the lack of convexity, conditional convexity of the above function can be established
using the first test of convexity such that2 for CCT (ZT, 3 T) = ccT Z - (1+ + 3T), the
first order test is given by
cc . ('T - "IT) ("-6) ;> 0 (6.5)
The first order test above implies that the expression for the effective capacity, and
hence the total net cost in the last-period, is convex if capacity adjustment is done by
either using overtime or adjusting the level of aggregate physical capacity at a time.
Proposition 6.2. In the last period, it is optimal to adjust capacity either by using
overtime or by adjusting the level of aggregate physical capacity. The optimal structure
is of the form of a capacity band.
Proof: The KKT conditions of optimality are given by
(JT * I
=ZT 0 = c -(i± *) - PrkT +zF (IAZ*)+ --Ff (4**)
/ ZT
p (PT + scT -pCT) (1+* ) (6.6a)
+ p (PT + sCT -pcT) T[zT - (1+ ] (I+ /3)
= 0 = cCT +--8F F (z* *) - P - (PT + 8 cT - PcT)(OT Z T (6.6b)
+ p - (PT + scT -cT) D [ZT* - (1 + )
The solution to the KKT conditions is described in the following three cases:
Case 1: Only using overtime. When using only overtime, O =/ 0 while z4 = zT-1,
2Theorem 3.3.3 on p. 89 of Bazaraa et al. [9] states that a function C (z, 3) is convex if C (z2 , 32)-
(zi, 1) - [A C (zZ1, 1)] (Z2 - z1) - [ (C(zi, 01)] (/2 - 11) > 0.
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the optimal setting is given by
1
p' (PT + SCT -cT) - cC - - Ff (z_1/+)
b[ZT_1 1±T- + (] _ -T1 (6.7)
P - (PT + sCT -pCT)
The lower and upper bounds of the capacity band structure is given by
pT(~7~ p -(ipr±- s0 T -pCT) -- cr--ak~'P PT (TrPCT) = (6.8a)
T (ST) P - (PrT + scT - cr)
) T (PT -cT cT (6.8b)
P - (P +r- sCT -- pCT
Note that the lower and upper bounds of the capacity band are constrained by
Sr < z_-I * (1 + ) and So > z 1 (1 ) (6.9)
When demand is such that ST DT S3, the optimality conditions are still
satisfied because the generalized gradients can take any value C [rkr, akTr1-
When zT_1 > V, it can be shown that I3  0 is optimal if
rk r < -C < ak (6.10)
This means it is optimal to maintain the initial level of capacity if the resulting
unit saving is less3 than the cost to reduce one unit of capacity.
This optimal structure must also satisfy the conditions for selecting the use of
overtime over adjustment to the level of aggregate capacity. This condition is
given by
1+ /3 3 / 1 O0-Prk
_ _ 
1 - Ff( ) zF (AZ0)prkT (6.11)
T-1 ZT-1
3 The word "less" should be interpreted in context because of the sign convention for cT
'
. It
is such that - cCT represents the saving per unit of capacity as a result of operating less capacity
due to a one-unit reduction in capacity. The cost of reducing capacity using negative overtime is an
expenditure, as shown in (4.12) and (4.16), with rko < 0. Therefore, - cCT 2 rko can be rewritten
as cCT - rkT; the resulting saving is less than the cost.
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The condition above can be rewritten as
kr < akT'+Prkr akT
rkT rkTr+PrkT akT
(6.12a)
(6.12b)
Case 2: Only adjusting the level of aggregate physical capacity. For Az, # 0 while
3T = 0, the optimal setting is given by
P - (PT + ScT -PcT) - ec7 -D9F (Az*) + P r kT
T (z*) = ScTPCT)
The lower and upper bounds of the capacity band structure is given by
DT ST)
'PT (iT)=
P- (pT + SCT - pC) - T -- akT +PrkT
p - (pT + scT - c
'
)
p- (pT± scT - c) - cT -rk+P rk
P - (pr + scT -c)
(6.13)
(6.14a)
(6.14b)
Optimality of maintaining the initial level of capacity in period T (z4 = zT_1
and 3+ = 0) despite zT_ 1 ;> 14 is established if
rki -Tcr < ak'r and rk -ccr+prkT : akT (6.15)
When demand is such that S9 DT ST, the optimality conditions are still
satisfied because the generalized gradients can take any value (, * E kr, aka]
and (r [rkr, akT]
The above structure must satisfy a condition for adjusting only the level of ag-
gregate physical capacity. This condition is given by
rkT akT- PrkT < ak
rkT rkT-Prk : ak
Z4> Z 1
ZT < ZT-1
(6.16a)
(6.16b)
Case 3: Using overtime and adjusting aggregate physical capacity. This case is shown
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infeasible because of the intrinsic inability to meet the necessary parametric
conditions that are presented in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Conditions for overtime and aggregate physical capacity
Scenario Condition
3 > 0, z4 > Z- ak = akT -P rkT
13 > 0, z* < ZT-1 ak3 = sy- kT ~aT rkT P r T
< 0, z;T > ZT-1 rkT akTr -P kT
< 0, Z* < ZT-1 kT = rkT -P rkT
It is very difficult to satisfy all conditions in Table 6.1. In fact, it can be shown
that an attempt to satisfy the condition for using negative overtime while increas-
ing the level of physical capacity and to simultaneously satisfy the condition for
using positive overtime while decreasing the level of physical capacity requires
ak < r0k . This contradicts the assumption that ak3 > rk . Therefore, ad-
justing capacity by using overtime and simultaneously making adjustment to the
level of aggregate physical capacity is not feasible. Consequently, it is optimal
to adjust capacity by only using overtime or making adjustment to the level of
physical capacity. This structure is globally optimal because of convexity of the
cost-to-go function in the last period (see Property 6.1).
Existence of capacity bands for overtime and aggregate physical capacity is established.
Adjusting capacity by using overtime and by simultaneously adjusting the level of ag-
gregate physical capacity is not feasible. Therefore, it is optimal to either use overtime
or adjust the level of aggregate physical capacity in optimal simultaneous planning of
overtime and capacity. El
The condition (6.12a) requires the unit cost of using overtime be less than the
unit net cost of increasing the level of aggregate physical capacity. It also requires
the unit cost of overtime be greater than the unit net cost of decreasing the level of
aggregate physical capacity. This condition agrees to the common economic sense
that prefers the use of overtime to the adjustment of physical capacity if (i) it is
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cheaper to use overtime and (ii) it is costly to reduce the physical capacity in the
future. Decreasing the level of effective capacity by using negative overtime requires,
as specified in equation (6.12b), that the unit cost of using overtime be greater4 than
the net cost of reducing the level of aggregate physical capacity. The phenomenon of
reducing capacity by using negative overtime is very common when it is very expensive
to reduce the level of physical capacity such as labor as the case in many European
countries (see Bentolila and Bertola [12]).
The condition (6.16a) requires the unit net cost of increasing the level of aggregate
physical capacity be less than the unit cost of overtime. Decreasing the level of
effective capacity by reducing the level of physical capacity requires, according to
equation (6.16b), the net cost of reducing the level of aggregate physical capacity be
greater (less costly) than the unit cost of using overtime.
Expected value of the cost-to-go function in the last period for the case of only
adjusting the level of aggregate physical capacity is given by equations (5.27) and
(5.28). Its shape is shown in Figure 5-2. Expected value of the cost-to-go function in
the last period for the case of only using overtime is given by
J* (ZT_1)
= P- (PT + scT -cT) - cr -ak1 (9 -Z _1)
+ [p- (pT + SCT pT) -- c - kT 1 - SL (6.17)
-- [P (pr + sc--- pcT) - CCT+P rkT] ZT_1+ p scTET{DT}
+ p - (PT + c --PC)] (DT (1T) d
This function is shown as curve (a) in Figure 6-1. When the cost to reduce capacity is
greater than the resulting saving from operating less capacity, the optimal cost-to-go
4 The word "greater" should be interpreted in its mathematical context, i.e., less costly; e.g.,
-3 > -5. This is because of the sign convention for the cost parameter used to account for the
cost of reducing capacity. It is such that a positive parameter value represents recovery of capital
whereas a negative value represents expenditure.
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function is given by
J* (zT_1)
(PT + ScT -,cT) - ecT-ak] (i-
- (P+ SCT -pCT) - cCT+P rk] ZT
T 
01+( ST 
ZT 1
+,p - (P + sCT -pCT)
- ZT1)
-1 + p ScT ET{D}
4T (CT) <T
(6.18)
This function is shown as curve (b) in Figure 6-1.
SJ* (zr-1 )
-k,-p kra T r
S0 DTg,6T
(b)
(a)
ZT-1
Figure 6-1: Cost-to-go function in the last period for adjusting capacity using only
overtime.
6.2.2 Last-two-period optimal structure
In the last-two-period problem, the cost-to-go function from the beginning of the
next-to-last period is given by
JT-1 (OT-1i ZT-1, ZT-2) gT-1 (OT-1, -T-1, yZT-2) +,pJ (zT_1)
Property 6.3. The cost-to-go function from the beginning of the next-to-last period
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(6.19)
-[P
is convex in 13 T-1, ZT_1, and ZT_2 if adjustment to the level of effective capacity is
done by either using overtime or adjusting the level of aggregate physical capacity.
Proof: The cost-to-go function is convex if its terms are convex. In Property 6.1, the
net cost in period T - 1 can be shown convex if the adjustment is done by either using
overtime or adjusting the level of physical capacity. Convexity of the optimal cost-to-
go function in period T is shown in Figure 5-2 or 6-1, for making adjustment to the
level of physical capacity in period T or for using overtime in period T, respectively.
Therefore, the cost-to-go function is convex in 13 -I, zT-1, and ZT-2. El
Proposition 6.4. In the next-to-last period, the optimal structure for using overtime
or adjusting the physical capacity is a capacity band.
Proof: The KKT conditions of optimality are given by
OZT-1
= ccT 1 - (1 + 0f _) + OzF -, (A z* a) + 1 F _ z * _ * _)
"T-1
P (PT-1 + scT1 - PcT) (I + /_I) (6.20a)
+ P' (PT-1 + SCT-1 PCT-l) 4T-1 [ZT -1 + 1 + '-)
d
+ pdzT J (z1) 0
CCT-l1 __F (z* 4* _) - P. (PT-1 + scT-1 - pcIl) (6.20b)
T-1
+ P. (PT-1 + Sc_1 -PcT_1) 4)T-1 [ - (I + -1] = 0
Case 1. Only using overtime z4_1 ZT-2. The optimal level is given by
1
c-1 + a OFf 1 (zT-2/-_ 1 )
<_T-1 [ZT-2 - (1 + )] 1 - Z2 (6.21)
P - (PT-I + scT _I -c l) _1
Therefore, the lower and upper bounds of the capacity band structure are given
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by
/- 0 ( p (P -i ± sc l _- Pc-1) - c - 1 - ak 1
-1 ((PT- + CT1 pcT) (6.22a)
( (PT-1 + sCT-1 - pCT-1) - cCT-1 -rkT-1
P.* (PT- + CT-1 pCT) (6.22b)
Note that the lower and upper bounds of the capacity band are constrained:
5ST_1 < ZT-2- (1 + and S_ > ZT-2 - (1 + _3) (6.23)
When demand is such that S_1 T-1 < SO-, the optimality conditions
are still satisfied because the generalized gradients can take any value ( *
rkT_ _i akT_ . When z-2 > D, it can be shown that ;_1= 0 is optimal if
rk_ 1 < - _ k_ 1  (6.24)
It is optimal to maintain the initial level of capacity if the resulting unit saving
is less than the cost to reduce one unit of capacity.
The above optimal structure must also satisfy the following condition for using
overtime over making adjustment to the level of physical capacity:
1 + !3 __1&FI_ (/3*-i) 
- 1 F_1 (* 
_1) = zF 
_1 (Az* 1 = 0)ZT-2 ZT-2 (6.25)d
+ T J* (Z*4_ = ZT-2)dzT-_1
Therefore, the condition for selecting the use of overtime is given by
dJ*
rkT-1 akTr-1 -dz- akT-1 -1 > 0 (6.26a)
dzT-_1
dJ*
rkT-1 rkT1 -P dzT akT-1 4*-1 < 0 (6.26b)
Case 2. Only adjusting the level of physical capacity _ 0. This case is the same
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as that presented in Proposition 5.4. In addition, the optimal structure given in
equations (5.35) and (5.36) must satisfy the following condition for adjusting
only the level of aggregate physical capacity.
< d
rkT_ 1 - akT-1 +Pd J 4 _1) < ak
d
rk _1 rk T-1 +(z _Tk _
z* J > ZT-2
z* _I < ZT-2
Case 3. Using overtime and making adjustment to the level of physical capacity.
The conditions for this case are
Table 6.2: Conditions for overtime and aggregate physical capacity
Scenario Condition
d
# ~ ' _T>- g1> r2ai akT-1 +p J (-T*dzrl
-1 > 0, Z _1 < ZT-2 a rkT-1 +Pd J (z_)
d
0 _-i < 0, Z* 1 > ZT-2 rkT = kT_1 +Pd J+ (z)
_ < 0, ;-'T < Zr-2 rkT- = rkT-1 +Pd J (z1)
It is very difficult to satisfy the above conditions simultaneously as discussed in
Case 3 of Proposition 6.2 on page 92.
Existence of capacity bands for using overtime and making adjustment to the level
of aggregate physical capacity is established. Adjusting capacity by using overtime
and by simultaneously adjusting the level of aggregate physical capacity is not feasible.
Therefore, it is optimal to either use overtime or adjust the level of aggregate physical
capacity in optimal simultaneous planning of overtime and capacity. This optimal
solution is global because the cost-to-go function from the next-to-last period is convex
as shown in Property 6.3. LI
The conditions in (6.26a) require the total unit cost of using overtime in the last
two periods be less than the unit net cost of increasing the level of aggregate physical
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(6.27a)
(6.27b)
capacity. They also require the total unit cost of overtime in the last two periods be
greater than the unit net cost of decreasing the level of aggregate physical capacity.
These conditions require the total cost of using overtime in the last two periods be
less than the total cost of making adjustment to the level of physical capacity in the
last two periods.
The conditions in (6.27) are similar to those in (6.26). To adjust capacity by
making adjustment to the physical level of capacity requires that, in the last two
periods, the total unit net cost of making adjustment to the level of physical capacity
be less than the total unit cost of using overtime.
6.2.3 Multiperiod optimal structure
The formulation of the multiperiod optimal planning of overtime and aggregate phys-
ical capacity is given by
Jit* (zt1) = min Et Qg (0, zt, _I) + pJJt+1 (Zt) } (6.28)
/3 t Zt
The optimal structure for (6.28) is derived using the KKT conditions given by
aZ) * 1 ztBzt zt
+p - (pt + ct - pct) <>J [z>* - (1 + 3*)] (1I + 13*) (6.29a)
d
- P (pt + sct - et) (1 + *) + P Jt*+1 (zt) = 0d z t
a t 
c- * )= Y tc 8F (z* t - P - (pt + sct - PcJ)
'\&3zt (6.29b)
+p-(pt + 'ct - PcJ) (Dt (z* - (1 + O* )] = 0
Property 6.5. The dynamic program for a multiperiod optimal planning of overtime
and physical capacity is convex.
Proof: The proof is done by showing convexity of the net cost in period t and that of
the cost-to-go function from period t + 1. To show convexity of the optimal cost-to-go
function from period t + 1, it is necessary to show recursively convexity of the optimal
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cost-to-go functions from period t + 2 to period T. Convexity of the optimal cost-to-go
function in period T is shown in Figure 5-2 and 6-1. By recursively applying Theorem
3.2.5 on p. 87 of Boyd and Vandenberghe [18] to dynamic program (6.28), it can be
shown that the optimal cost- to-go functions J* (zm1), m = T - 1,... ,t + 1 are
convex. The net cost in period t, 9t (/3, zt, zt_1) is convex in 3 t, zt, and zt_1 provided
that capacity adjustment is done either by using overtime or by making adjustment to
the aggregate physical capacity (see Property 6.1 and 6.3). Because the optimal cost-
to-go function from period t + 1 and the net cost in period t are convex, the dynamic
program for period t is convex. D
Proposition 6.6. The optimal structure in a multiperiod optimal capacity planning
is a capacity band.
Proof: The solution to the KKT conditions (6.29) involves adjusting capacity only
by using overtime or by making adjustment to the level of physical capacity as shown
in the following cases.
Case 1. Only using overtime z* Zt_ 1 . The lower and upper bounds of the capacity
band are given by
Sp (pt + sc - pct) - ct ak'
p- (pt-+ 'c - pct) (6.30a)
O ( p. (pt-+ Sct - pc) - A - rk3
p- (pt + 8ct - pct) (6.30b)
The constraints on overtime limit the lower and upper bounds of the capacity
band such that
S < zti (1i+i3) and SK > 1- (1+ _) (6.31)
When demand is such that S < Dt < So, the optimality conditions are still
satisfied. This is because the generalized gradient can assume any value *
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rk ak . When zt-i > Dt, it can be shown that 1t* = 0 is optimal if
rk c - < ak (6.32)
Note that the above optimal structure must also satisfy the following condition
for using overtime over making adjustment to the level of physical capacity:
Zt Ft t* F (0t* = Ftz ( t 0)+P Jt+1 (z* = zt_1) (6.33)Zt_1 zt-_1 dzt
This condition for selecting the use of overtime is given by
rkt akt A dJ>  akt t >0 (6.34a)
rkt -k dJ* ak * <0 (6.34b)
dzt
Case 2. Only adjusting the level of physical capacity /t* = 0. This case is the same
as that presented in Proposition 5.7. Therefore, the optimal structure follows
that derived in Proposition 5.7. The lower and upper bounds of the capacity
band are as specified by equations (5.46) and (5.47), respectively.
This structure must be such that the following conditions for making adjustment
to the level of physical capacity are met.
rkt akt +PyJt*+1 (Zt) < akt z* > zt_ 1  (6.35a)dz-t
d
rkt < rkt +Pd Jt+i (zt) k z* > zt_ 1  (6.35b)
Existence of capacity bands for using overtime and making adjustment to the level of
aggregate physical capacity is established. F
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Chapter 7
Planning Workers and Production
Lines
In this chapter, the objective of planning is to determine the levels of worker- and
line-limited capacity that result in minimum total net cost over the planning horizon.
The model for capacity adjustment by changing the number of workers or production
lines are discussed in Section 4.2.3 or 4.2.2, respectively. A nomenclature of the
additional variables used in this chapter is presented in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: List of Additional Variables in Planning Workers and Lines
Symbol Description
cc' worker-limited capacity slack variable
c line-limited capacity slack variable
c-\ Lagrange multiplier for worker-limited capacity
cA\ Lagrange multiplier for line-limited capacity
7.1 Optimal Planning Formulation
The formulation for planning workers and production lines is similar to that in Chap-
ters 5 and 6. The only difference is the way production and capacity are modeled. In
Section 4.2.3, the level of worker-limited capacity is achievable only if there are suffi-
cient number of production lines on which the workers can work to produce products.
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The same is true for the level of line-limited capacity, in Section 4.2.2. The effective
production capacity is equal to the minimum of the worker-limited and line-limited
capacity levels, see equation (4.4). As shown in equation (4.5), three capacity vari-
ables with two capacity constraints are used in the analysis in this chapter. The three
capacity variables are
Table 7.2: Capacity variables
Symbol Description Constraint
Zt effective capacity
z4 worker-limited capacity Zt < z4
z line-limited capacity Zt 2
The net cost in a period t is given by
9t (zt, , Z , f1, z _1)
= ceZt4 + akw"-( -z 1 )+- rk-"-((z1 -4)+± cc( Z
+ ak~ (z -z_+(I - /') + + p set. (E~ - zt) .)+
p - (pt - pct) min (Dt, zt)
The objective of optimal planning of the levels of worker- and line limited capacity
is to minimize the total net cost over the planning horizon. This can be written as a
constrained dynamic program given by (for t = 1,..., T)
Jt* ( ,zft _) min Et (Z+,,z,, zfz{a) +pJ*+ 1 (Zz) } (7.2)
where
JT+1 (4, z) = rkw ' - P rk z (7.3)
and subject to
Zt < zWZt 4(7.4)
Zt < z
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7.2 Optimal Structure
7.2.1 Last-period optimal structure
The last-period problem, t = T, is solved by using Lagrange multipliers for con-
strained optimization. The inequality constraints in (7.4) are converted into equality
constraints by using slack variables1 .
The Lagrangian for this problem is given by
LTG ( zt zt, zj, z 1j 1, Ce cti C A , CA)
=c Zw + akw (Zf - zt1+ k - (zf_1- z1 ) + Cci Zi
Sa- (z -z)+ - rkf - (z I - ')++ p sCT ET{DT}
-P- -(PT+ scT -cT)zT+P (PT+ scT-pcT) TT() dT (7.5)
Prkz -pPrk fZ+c --T+ CA± CE .Ce )
+ c~~* (zT- ± Zc-c)
Property 7.1. The dynamic program in (7.2) for t = T is convex.
Proof: Showing convexity of the dynamic program in equation (7.2) for t T is
similar to that in Property (5.1). D
Property 7.2. The constraints in equation (7.4) are convex in ZT, z4, and z.
Proof: The constraints are linear in zT, z4, and z; therefore, they are convex in
ZT, 4, and z. They are quadratic in cEw and cEr; therefore, they are convex in ,w
and cf . E
Proposition 7.3. If reducing workers or production lines yields nonnegative saving
in cost, the optimal structure for the last-period optimal planning of workers and
production lines consists of nine regions as shown in Figure 7-1:
(a) 4z/ = z* = zt* and zw* > -w, z* > zfl
(b) z * = zb_1 and zy* > zy_1, -'* = zb_-
'P. 227 of Gershwin [38].
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zf* and z'* > --I Zf < zT_
(d) zzz_ 4  = and z = < Zl
(e) z = z* zi and z* < zy_1, z < zf_
Wf Z* = zy* =f 1~ and z * < zw-,, zf* = f~
zf and zw* < z4-Tw-, z* > f
(h) Z = z_ = z* and z*= z 1, z * > z_
Zf _ and z4* =ZT1, ZT* = 1 (line AB on Figure 7-1)
(g)
(f)
(e)
\lB
(d)
D
C
(h)(
(a) 0f
(b)
a
,w 5 fw+
(o)
* I
* I
* I
* I
* I
S S
Figure 7-1: Optimal structure in the last-period.
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(c) 4e = I*
(9) 4T = I*
(i) Z = -_-1
L.
0E
w
Z
-it
S£
Sew
S w
1z
Line
Capacity
.. ...... ... 
Proof: The proof is provided by applying Theorem 4.3.8 on p. 164 in Bazaraa et al.
[9]. The KKT conditions for (7.5) are given by
-p - (pr + sCT -,c,) 1 - 1r (Z) + cAw + cA*
-cic+0 [Fyw (zw* - zcY_ )] - p rkw - cA * = 0
ccT+O' [FT (z* - z 1 )] - p rkr cAr
cA f - 0T T
(LT *
( LT*
)ce)
CT
(9LT
a c,\wT
(9 cA'Tf
1
+ ce - cc22TT
T - Zf + Cce f c i =T ± T T
0
0
0
It can be shown by substituting equations (7.6b) and (7.6c) into (7.6a) while satisfying
the constraints in (7.6f)-(7.6g) that the optimal levels of capacity are given by
(P + sC -pCT) - ccw - ak -cce - ak' -P rk -P rk'
pA (p + sCT pcT)
B(: s P p + SCT -cT ) -- ccrk T -crk -P rk -P rk'
p- (PT± sc ,cT)
C(: Sew+ p (pT + ScT -PcT) -- c ak-cc -rkfr -P k r -P 1k
p- (PT+ scT PcT)
D: S - p (pi'+ ScT -- PcT) -cw -rk -ce - ak'r -P rkw -p k
P. (pT + scT pcT)
(7.7a)
(7.7b)
(7.7c)
(7.7d)
Every capacity variable has three possible actions that include increasing, decreas-
ing, or maintaining the level of capacity at the beginning of each planning period.
Therefore, there are nine possible combinations of optimal actions for simultaneous
planning of the levels of worker- and line-limited capacity.
This shows existence of the nine regions of optimality shown in Figure 7-1. E
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ZT - ZT
(7.6a)
(7.6b)
(7.6c)
(7.6d)
(7.6e)
(7.6f)
(7.6g)
Proposition 7.4. If the worker-limited capacity is such that reducing the level of
this capacity results in nonpositive cost saving, the optimal structure is given in the
following (see Figure 7-2):
(a) 4 = zy* =A - * and z* > Z > z'f
(b) z = * = z1 and z * > z' ,zf* =zZf-
(c) Z* zf* and zw* > z- 1 , zI* < 41
(d) 4/ = 1 = zf* and zw* z-, z1f* < zT-
(e) z* = zj and z4* = zyw, * < zTf
(f) = z_ 1 and z* = 1, * zT_1
(g) z=zT*Z and z4* = z _I, z * > ZT_1
(h) z zYW = zf* and zw* =Z_, zt* > z'_
(i,) 4 = 1 =z-_1 and y*= 1, * = z=_ 1 (line AB on Figure 7-2)
Proof: Regions
conditions (7.6).
(e) - (g) are calculated by using cew $ 0 and c6' = 0 in the KKT
Consequently points B and D are redefined as:
B: S'_ p - (PT + sc 1 -- cT) - cc'r- rkTr -P rpkr
p - (PT + ScT -pcT)
D p (pr + sc 1 -cT) - AT - akr -p rkr
P' (PT+ SCT PcT)
(7.8a)
(7.8b)
This shows existence of the nine regions of optimality shown in Figure 7-2. E
Proposition 7.5. If it is very expensive to reduce the level of line-based capacity, the
optimal structure is shown in Figure 7-3 and described by
(a) Z4 = Z4* = zf* and z'* > , Zf* > z
(b) z = Z)* = zT1 and z* > z_ Z* = T1
(c) Z = zW* and zw* > zy_1, -f - Z_
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(g)
C
(h)l
A
(a)
(b)
U - U
P5 w S
iB
Bd (d)
D
(c)
S+ SC
Figure 7-2: Optimal structure for the case in which reducing worker-limited capacity
yields nonpositive cost saving but reducing line-limited capacity yields nonnegative
cost saving.
(d) z* = zW_ 1 and zI* = z_,, zf* = z_ 1
(e) z z* and z4* <z_ 1 , zj zT_1
() z = z*
(g) 4 T*
Z4_i and z4* < zf*= _
ZT* and zT* < -1_1,zT >Z_1
(h) z* = -_ = z* and z4* = z'1 z* >IT_1
(i) = z _1 and z'* = z_, * = z_ 1 (line AB on Figure 7-3)
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CL
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S
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Zi
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Capacity
)
(g)
J
(h) C
(a)
(b)
(f) (e)
lB
D
(c)
-- > zi
Line
Capacity
Figure 7-3: Optimal structure for the case in which reducing line-limited capacity
yields nonpositive cost saving but reducing worker-limited capacity yields nonnegative
cost saving.
Proof: Regions (c) (e) are calculated by using CE T 0 and T = 0 in the KKT
conditions (7.6). Consequently points B and C are redefined as:
B: Sw =
C. : W
p. (pT cT - pcT) - cyw-,k -P r kwT
p . (pT - SCT pCT)
p. (PT ScT -pcT) - c -akwPrk
p . (pT CT - pCT)
This shows existence of the nine regions of optimality shown in Figure 7-3.
(7.9a)
(7.9b)
D
Proposition 7.6. If it is expensive to reduce the levels of worker- and line-limited
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capacity, the optimal structure is shown in Figure 7-4.
(a) z = z* = zf* and zw* > z_, z* > z
(b) Z = ZW* = z _1 and zT* > z- 1 , z * = Z _
(c) z* = zz* and z* > z ,fz* =f1
(d) z _1 , <z z _1 and z* =zzUz z*=
(e) Z* =Z* and z* = zT, T *> -1
(f z= _ = z * and zw* = z_,zw 1* > z _1(f 4 - TZ T>ZT
(g) 4 = = and z -1 T * T- 1 (line AD on Figure 7-4)
Proof: Regions (c) - (e) are calculated by using cr $ 0 and cw $ 0 in the KKT
conditions (7.6). Consequently points C and D are redefined as:
C :S = p T(p ± + sCT - cp ) - ake -P k' (7.10a)
p - (PT + ScT -cT)
D:Sw+ = p (P+ SC -PcT ) - cc -akw-prky (7.0b)
p - (PT + scT -PcT)
This shows existence of the eight regions of optimality shown in Figure 7-4. E
Note that the slack capacity constraints in equations (7.6b) and (7.6c) are also
the conditions for maintaining the initial level of worker- and line-limited capacity,
respectively. Maintaining the initial level of worker- and line-limited capacity occurs
when ce* and c* in (7.6d) and (7.6e), respectively, assume a nonzero value.
7.2.2 Multiperiod optimal structure
The multiperiod optimal structure for planning worker- and line-limited capacity lev-
els is similar to the last-period structure. The dynamic program formulation along
with the constraints are given in (7.2) and (7.4). The KKT conditions for the multi-
period problem are given by
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L) P - (pt + c t - C) 
- b (z*) + cAw* + cA *= 0 (7.11a)
cCw +7 [Ft (Zw* - 4ie)] + p - cAj* 0 (7.11b)
SLt *
= cX c4y = 0 (7.1Id)
(= cAL ce = 0 (7.1le)
a c jaL * e 1 0
=9 z - Zt +cE - (7.1If)
zt - z+ - Cc Cce= 0(.1g
a cA' I 2t t(71g
Observation of the optimal structures in the last-period problem (Figures 7-1 to
7-4) reveals that the optimal structures for worker- and line-limited capacity levels
consist of the regions shown in the above diagrams of optimal regions.
Property 7.7. The dynamic program for a multiperiod problem is convex.
Proof: Convexity is established by showing that the cost-to-go function is convex in
zW and Zt. The net cost in period t has been shown convex in Property 7.1. The
convexity of the cost-to-go function from period t + 1 is shown recursively by showing
convexity of the cost-to-go function from period m = T, . . . , t + 1. Theorem 3.2. 5
on p. 87 of Boyd and Vandenberghe [18] is again used to establish convexity of the
cost-to-go function. D
Proposition 7.8. The optimal structures for a multiperiod problem consist of the
four optimal regions given in Proposition 7.3-7.6.
Proof: The proof is established by assuming that the optimal structures for the op-
timal levels of worker- and line-limited capacity consist of similar regions shown in
Figures 7-1 to 7-4. This implies that the derivative of the cost-to-go function in period
t +1 with respect to the worker- or line-limited capacity levels z4 or 24, respectively,
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Figure 7-4: Optimal structure for the case in which reducing the levels of line-limited
and worker-limited capacity yields nonpositive cost saving.
has similar functional form to that specified in Property 5.6. Substitution of this
property in the KKT conditions (7.11) yields similar structures to those described in
Proposition 7.3-7.6. 0
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Suggested Future
Work
The optimal structures derived in Chapters 5-7 depend on the stochastic knowledge
of demand in the planning horizon as well as the ability to determine cost parameters.
The structures for aggregate capacity planning and for optimal planning of overtime
and physical capacity are of the form of a capacity band. In addition, conditions for
optimality determine when it is optimal to maintain the level of capacity at the be-
ginning of a planning period. These conditions agree to intuition, i.e., they prescribe
maintaining capacity levels if any changes to the level of capacity result in higher
overall cost.
The structures for optimal planning of the levels of worker- and line-limited capac-
ity consist of several optimal regions. If reducing the level of worker- or line-limited
capacity results in nonnegative saving, it is optimal to have the level of worker-limited
capacity be equal to that of line-limited capacity. The symmetry disappears when
reducing either the level of worker- or line-limited capacity results in nonpositive
saving.
For implementation, these structures only require the bounds of the optimal ca-
pacity band, or the boundary points of the optimal capacity regions, be calculated
for all planning period at the beginning of the planning horizon. In every period that
follows, the optimal structures determine the optimal capacity adjustment based on
the available information at the beginning of the period. For example, in planning
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aggregate capacity, the optimal action in each period, given a certain level of capac-
ity at the beginning of the period, is to increase capacity to the lower bound of the
capacity band if the initial level of capacity is less than the lower bound. It is optimal
to decrease capacity to the upper bound of the capacity band if the initial level of
capacity is larger than the upper bound. If the initial level of capacity is inside the
capacity band, then it is optimal to do nothing, i.e., to maintain the initial level of
capacity. The rules for the optimal capacity regions for planning the levels of worker-
and line-limited capacity are slightly more complicated than they are for the optimal
capacity band.
In practice, the implementation may be enhanced by taking advantage of better
knowledge of future demand as time goes on. As new information becomes available
with time, the probability distribution of the level of demand in future periods can
be revised, e.g., using Bayesian analysis, such that the bounds (or boundary points)
of the optimal capacity structure can be recalculated. Consequently, once a new
capacity structure becomes available, the capacity action(s) will be based on this
newly calculated capacity regions.
As previously mentioned, these structures are derived based on the assumptions
that cost parameters per unit capacity can be determined. This assumption may not
be realistic because it can be difficult in practice to quantify, for example the unit
penalty of insufficient supply. Another important assumption in this thesis is to the
absence of setup costs. Setup costs may alter the solutions presented here for they
alter the convexity property of the cost functions. In this analysis several factors such
as outsourcing and debt financing are ignored as well. The current analysis is also
limited in its application to a dedicated facility, i.e., a facility that manufactures a
single product.
The results obtained thus far suggest the following topics for further study:
1. Sensitivity analysis of the optimal capacity structure to uncertainty in the cost
parameters.
2. Formulation to include setup costs in the cost of adjusting capacity.
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3. Extension of the analysis to make-to-stock environment.
4. Extension of the analysis for multi-product facility.
5. Formulation to include outsourcing and debt financing to expand capacity.
6. Combination of the current structure with forecast evolution analysis and Bayesian
demand update.
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